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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 With current safety regulations, standards and safety equipment, commuters have never 

been safer while driving an automobile. An increasingly popular past time is to restore or repair 

antique and vintage automobiles that do not benefit from the current safety standards, regulations 

and equipment. The driver and occupants of the vehicles are at a much higher risk of injury or 

fatality because of a lack of current safety devices. Older vehicles also suffer from poor ride and 

handling characteristics that will affect how well the vehicle will behave in an accident 

avoidance event.  

Due to the lack of safety equipment and regulations for older vehicles, and poor ride and 

handling characteristics, a full vehicle finite element model and multi body dynamic model was 

created of a 1965 Nissan Patrol G60. The computer models were used to assess the crash and 

vehicle handling characteristics of the vehicle. The crashworthiness is evaluated by comparing 

the finite element models performance in a full frontal crash per NCAP criteria. The finite 

element model was validated by comparing acceleration pulses with an existing finite element 

model of a 1994 C1500 light pick up truck. Once validated, the acceleration pulses at different 

location in the finite element model were compared to physical test data of a 2007 jeep wrangler 

with similar construction and weight. The differences in the crash pulses were used to evaluate 

the crashworthiness of the pre safety standard vehicle.  

To evaluate the ride and handling of the vehicle, a multi body dynamic model was 

developed and simulated performing a single lane change event. The measure for improvement 

was to minimize the ride steer of the vehicle during the single lane change event. A full factorial 

design of experiments was created to minimize the ride steer by modifying the rear suspension 

mounting points within an allowable design space.  



 v

The results from the finite element model correlated well with the validation model and 

thus can be used with reasonable assurance for evaluating safety improvements to the vehicle 

and comparison to physical test data. Comparison with physical test data showed that the current 

configuration of the vehicle performs well considering the age of the vehicle. 

With the data from the computer aided crash test and suspension analysis, improvements 

to the 1965 Nissan patrol can be identified and used to update the vehicle to meet current safety 

standards. A similar approach can be applied to any vehicle manufactured prior to safety 

standards and regulations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

With current safety regulations, standards and safety equipment, commuters have never 

been safer while driving an automobile. An increasingly popular past time is to restore or repair 

antique and vintage automobiles that do not benefit from the current safety standards, regulations 

and equipment. The driver and occupants of the vehicles are at a much higher risk of injury or 

fatality because of a lack of current safety devices. For vehicles prior to 1966, no safety standards 

or regulations even existed at the time of manufacture. Statistics from the National Highway 

Safety and Transportation Administration (NHSTA) show that since the implementation of safety 

standards and regulations, the fatality rate has dropped dramatically. In 1966 there were 25.89 

fatalities per 100,000 people. Forty years later the fatality rate per 100,000 has dropped to 14.66 

[1]. 

To increase the crash performance or crashworthiness of an automobile, computer aided 

simulations of automobile crash tests are being implemented and with the decreasing cost of 

computers, the vehicle simulation models are becoming increasingly detailed and complex. The 

knowledge base of computer aided crash simulations has been developed extensively so the 

learning curve to create crash simulations has decreased dramatically in recent years and 

accessibility to the tools required has increased. Prior to computer-aided simulation, 

manufactures would have to conduct multiple physical tests on an actual vehicle, which was very 

time consuming and expensive. Physical testing does not lend it self to antique or vintage cars as 

some of these vehicles are very rare and expensive.  

Computer aided simulations can also be applied to other areas of vehicle design such as 

suspension and handling. Due to improvements in automotive suspension handling and design, 
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antique or vintage vehicles would benefit from improved suspension systems. Improvements to 

the suspension will also lead to increased accident avoidance. 

In this thesis, a computer model of a 1965 Nissan Patrol is created and used for computer 

aided crash testing and suspension analysis. The Nissan Patrol is one of the oldest and longest 

running productions of a 4wd vehicle found anywhere in the world. This truck was being used in 

some of the roughest country found in the world. Nissan knew this and designed it to take the use 

and abuse. It was perfectly designed for use in places like Australia, Africa, South America, the 

Middle East and Asia. In the USA the patrol was imported and sold from 1961-1969. Total sales 

were 2616 vehicles with 975 being L60's or soft tops and 1641 being hard tops or KL60's. The 

famous cowboy and actor Roy Rogers was the spokesman for the patrol in the USA during the 

1960's and he was also a patrol owner. Nissan failed to understand the USA market and failed to 

meet the demand that did exist for this truck. They also did a poor job of marketing it in the early 

days. In 1969 emission and safety standards were also getting stricter. All these things 

contributed to the demise of the Patrol in the USA. So in late 1969 they pulled the plug and 

stopped sales in the USA. All product support was terminated as well. Very few patrols still exist 

in the USA in stock and original form. Even fewer have been restored to original. Yet, Nissan 

designed a very tough truck and that is why there are many patrols that were sold in the USA still 

serving hard duty.  

Due to the fact that so few patrols were imported and all product support was canceled, it 

is very difficult to maintain the Nissan Patrol in the United States. Most parts are impossible to 

acquire and the ones that can be found are very expensive and have a substantial lead-time to 

receive the part. Also based on current vehicle standards, the Nissan Patrol is a very rudimentary 

vehicle with absolutely no creature comforts or occupant safety devices. Due to these 
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shortcomings, many of the systems in the finite element model have been replaced with updated 

components. The engine, transmission and transfer case have all been replaced with top of the 

line components. The axles and suspension has also been modified to current standards. However 

the body and frame remain unchanged.   

Crash tests are performed per the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) and 

the National Car Assessment Program (NCAP). The crashworthiness of the vehicle is compared 

to a publicly available computer model of a C1500 light truck. This vehicle has similar 

construction and performance characteristics as the Nissan Patrol. Comparisons are also made 

between physical crash tests of vehicles with similar construction and performance 

characteristics. 

1.1 Motivation 

 Due to increasingly congested highways and elevated road speeds, occupant safety 

devices in automobiles are an absolute requirement. Statistics show that automobile fatalities 

have steadily decreased since the development of safety standards and regulations [1]. Vehicles 

manufactured before the safety standards and regulations were implemented put the occupants at 

an extreme risk of being fatally injured in the event of an accident. To determine the severity of 

injuries sustained by occupants of antique and vintage vehicles and thus make improvements to 

the existing safety devices, crashworthiness tests need to be conducted. Improvements in 

suspension design will contribute to accident avoidance for antique and vintage vehicles. 

1.2 Objective 

The objective of this thesis was to evaluate the crashworthiness and vehicle dynamics of 

a pre safety standard vehicle. Based on the evaluations, recommendation for improvements to the 

vehicles crashworthiness can be made.  
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A full vehicle finite element model (FEM) was created of a 1965 Nissan Patrol G60. To 

validate the model it was compared to an already existing FEM model of a 1994 C1500 light 

pickup that has been validated with physical test data. This vehicle has similar frame 

construction and weight characteristics. The crashworthiness was then compared to existing 

physical test data of a 2007 Jeep Wrangler that has been manufactured with all safety standards 

and technology. These comparisons were made to evaluate the crashworthiness of the pre safety 

standard vehicle as compared to current vehicles manufactured to meet all relevant safety 

standards. A full vehicle Multi Body Dynamic (MBD) model was created to measure the ride 

steer suspension characteristic of the vehicle. The ride steer suspension characteristics of a 

vehicle are directly related to accident avoidance. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND CRASH TESTING PROCEDURE 
 
 

2.1 Literature Review 

 Crash simulations are relatively new as compared to the history of automobiles. 

Simulation data for vehicles prior to 1986 is limited to nonexistent. The first detailed full vehicle 

crash simulation was conducted in 1986 on a Volkswagen Polo impacting a rigid concrete pole 

[2]. Simulating the crash behavior of individual car body components, component assemblies, 

and quarter and half car assemblies was conducted. The computer model was based on simplified 

representation of the vehicles components due to the limited computing power available at the 

time.  

As computers advanced, more detailed crash simulation models have been developed. 

Without the availability of computer aided design data, crash models have to be developed by 

measuring the actual vehicle. In the study conducted by S.W.Kirkpatrick [3] a 1997 Ford Crown 

Victoria was physically measured and then digitized to develop the finite element model. The 

masses of each component was documented and the final finite element model was compared to 

ensure accuracy of the model. The final computer crash model was then compared to physical 

crash data of the vehicle. Detailed models are required due to the contributions of each 

component to the overall vehicle stiffness to ensure accuraccy.  

Tiso et al. [4] improved on an already existing full vehicle crash model by creating a 

more detailed vehicle suspension and steering systems. Detailed geometry of the suspension and 

steering was developed by direct measurement of the physical components. Computer models 

were developed and integrated into the full vehicle model. By increasing the detail of these 

components, crash accruancy of the model was improved.  
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2.2 Statistical Review 

Data queried from the NHTSA database clearly shows a dramatic decrease in automobile 

related fatalities after the development of safety standards. As can be seen from Figure 2.1, the 

fatality rate decreased from 5.5 fatalities per 100 million miles traveled to 1.5 fatalities per 100 

million miles. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Motor Vehicle Fatality and Injury Rates per 100 Million Vehicle Miles Traveled, 
1966-2005 [1] 

 
 
A study of Table 2.1 indicates that light truck to passenger car crashes account for the 

majority of all fatal accidents and light truck to light truck accidents account for the third most 

common fatal accident scenario. Table 2.2 and Figure 2.2 indicate that light pickups account for 
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38.2% of all vehicles involved in traffic crashes and passenger cars account for 56.1%. For fatal 

injuries the gap between light trucks and passenger cars is much closer, 42.2% for passenger cars 

and 38.5% for light trucks. 

Table 2.1  

Two-Vehicle Crashes by Vehicle Type and Crash Severity [1] 

 

 

Table 2.2  

Vehicles Involved in Crashes by Vehicle Type and Crash Severity [1] 

 

 

 Table 2.3 shows that of all the light truck body types available, the standard body type 

accounts for 12.6% of fatal accidents with light trucks. The compact utility body type accounts 

for the second largest percentage of 10.4% of fatal accidents with light trucks.  
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Table 2.3  

Vehicles Involved in Fatal Crashes by Body Type [1] 

 

 

 

Table 2.4  

Light Trucks Involved in Crashes by Most Harmful Event and Crash Severity [1] 
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Based on the data from Tables 2.1 to 2.4 and Figure 2.2, the probability of being involved 

in a fatal accident while driving a 1965 Nissan Patrol is high and the most likely impact will 

occur from a frontal collision. 

- Of all fatal accidents, light trucks cause 38.5%.  

- In two vehicles crash scenarios, light truck to passenger car accidents account for 33% of 

all fatal accidents. 

- In two vehicles crash scenarios, passenger car to passenger car accidents account for 16% 

of all fatal accidents. 

- In two vehicle crash scenarios, light truck to light truck accidents account for 11.7% of 

all fatal accidents. 

- Light trucks account for 38.5% of all fatal accidents, by body type the compact utility 

accounts for 10.4% of the 38.5% 

- Of all accidents that occur in light trucks, frontal collisions account for 41.7% 

2.3 NHTSA Crashworthiness 

 The highway safety act of 1970 established the NHTSA, under the department of 

transportation. It is responsible for reducing deaths, injuries and economic losses resulting from 

motor vehicle crashes which is accomplished by setting and enforcing safety performance 

standards. 

 Every year the NHTSA evaluates crash safety for cars and trucks. NHTSA chooses new 

vehicles, which are predicted to have high sales volume, vehicles which have been redesigned 

with structural changes, or have improved safety equipment. These vehicles are purchased from 

the same dealerships that consumers purchase from and are not supplied from the manufacturer. 
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 Tests are conducted to measure how well occupants are protected in a head on collision. 

Based on the results from the test, the vehicle is given a one to five star rating, five stars being 

the most protective and one being the worst. The crash test ratings are only meaningful when 

comparing vehicles within the same weight class. Federal law requires all passenger cars to pass 

a 30 mph frontal crash test while the NCAP tests involve crashing into a fixed barrier at 35 mph. 

Instrumented anthropomorphic dummies are placed in the driver and passenger seats for the test. 

Accelerometers are also placed on the vehicle to record the response of the structure during the 

crash. During the test, instrumented dummies in the fully belted position measure the force of 

impact to the chest, head and leg. These readings are the basis for the five star rating. The test 

program deals only with crashworthiness and indicates how well a car can protect its occupants 

in a frontal collision [5]. 

2.4 FMVSS 208 Regulations 

 In order to reduce traffic related injuries and fatalities, the National Traffic and Motor 

Vehicle Safety Act was established on September 9, 1966. This law directed the U.S. secretary 

of transportation to establish the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS). These 

standards require manufacturers of passenger cars, multipurpose passenger vehicles, trucks, 

trailers, buses, motorcycles and all motor vehicle equipment to comply with the requirements 

specified in the FMVSS standards. The law defines a FMVSS as a “minimum standard for motor 

vehicle performance, or motor vehicle performance, which is practical, which meets the need for 

motor vehicle safety, and which provides objective test criteria”. The law further defines motor 

vehicle safety to mean the performance of motor vehicles or items of motor vehicle equipment in 

such a manner “that the public is protected against unreasonable risk of accidents occurring as a 
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result of the design construction, or performance of motor vehicles and is also protected against 

unreasonable risk of death or injury in the event an accident occurs”. 

 FMVSS 208 is the standard that defines the minimum occupant crash protection for 

passenger cars, multi purpose passenger vehicles, trucks, buses, pressure vessels and explosive 

devices. The purpose of the standard is to reduce the number of occupant fatalities and severe 

injuries by specifying vehicle crashworthiness requirements in terms of forces and accelerations 

as measured on ATD in crash tests, and by specifying equipment requirements for active and 

passive restraint systems [6]. The requirements specified by FMVSS 208 are as follows: 

Effective 1-1-1968: Passenger Cars 

Lap or lap and shoulder seat belt assemblies for each designated seating position, except 

in convertibles, lap an shoulder seat belt assemblies are required in each front outboard 

seating position. 

Effective 1-1-1972: Passenger cars, Multi purpose Passenger Vehicles, Trucks and buses 

(options A and B only) 

Passenger cars, multipurpose passenger vehicles and trucks with a gross vehicle weight 

rating of 4,536 kg (10,000 lbs) or less, and buses (driver seat only) shall have: 

A. A complete passive protection system, or 

B. Lap belts, belts warning and meeting 48 km/hr (30 mph) crash test requirements, or 

C. Lap or lap and shoulder belts, seat belt warning: outboard seats shall have a single 

point push button release and emergency locking or automatic locking seat belt 

retractor. 
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Effective 1-1-1973: Passenger Cars 

Requirement same as above except upper torso restraints shall have an emergency 

locking retractor. 

Effective 9-1-95: Multi purpose Passenger Vehicles, Trucks and buses 

The lap portion of each seatbelt in a forward facing seat or a seat that can be adjusted to 

forward facing shall have a lap belt portion that is lockable. 

Effective 9-1-1996: Passenger Cars, Multipurpose Passenger Vehicles, Trucks and buses 

 Shall meet passive restraint phase in requirements. 

Effective 9-1-1991: Multi purpose Passenger Vehicles, Trucks and buses 

 Shall meet 48 km/hr (30 mph) crash test requirements with seat belts fastened. 

Effective 9-1-89: Passenger Cars 

 Shall meet passive restraint requirements 

Effective 6-22-1995: Passenger Cars, Multi purpose Passenger Vehicles, Trucks and buses 

Vehicles with no rear seats or rear seats to small to accommodate a rear facing infant may 

be equipped with an air bag cut off switch for the right front passenger air bag. 

Effective 9-1-1996: Passenger Cars 

 Shall meet phase in requiring air bags. 

Effective 9-1-1997: Passenger Cars 

 Shall be equipped with air bags. 

Effective 2-25-1997: Passenger Cars, Multi purpose Passenger Vehicles, Trucks and buses 

 Shall be equipped with a warning label 

Effective 3-19-1997: Passenger Cars, Multi purpose Passenger Vehicles, Trucks and buses 
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 For the unbelted dummy test condition, manufactures have the option to certify vehicles 

using the sled test specified in the standard versus the 48 km/hr (30 mph) vehicle into barrier 

crash test [6]. 

2.5 NCAP Test Procedures 

 In 1978 the NHTSA began crash-testing popular vehicle models in the United States. 

Their protocol (FMVSS 208) involved running vehicles head-on into a fixed barrier at 35 mph.  

Results were published for the information of consumers, as the US arm of the international New 

Car Assessment Program. Figure 2.2 illustrates the NCAP test configuration 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Full width frontal crash test [7] 

 

NHTSA currently uses this procedure for their full-width frontal impact collisions.  

Dummies are seated in the driver's and front passenger seat.  The vehicle crashes head-on into a 

rigid concrete barrier at 35 mph (56 km/h).  Afterwards, researchers measure and evaluate the 

impact on the dummies' head, chest, and legs. 

This test provides very high deceleration forces to the test dummies and is particularly 

well suited to the evaluation of occupant restraint systems such as seat belts and air bags.  Of 

note, however, the damage done to the vehicle itself is not assessed [7]. 
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3. MODELING TOOLS 
 

 
This section reviews the various CAD, FEM and crash simulation tools used to develop the 

crash simulation model and interpret the results. 

3.1 Geometry Development 

 This section reviews the tools used to develop the Computer Aided Design (CAD) model 

that is the basis to create a complex FEM model. Due to the age of the vehicle, no CAD data 

exists. To create the CAD, the vehicle was manually measured or existing drawings were 

scanned. 

3.1.1 Raster to Vector 

Raster to Vector is a stand-alone program that converts scanned drawings, maps and 

raster images into accurate vector files (such as DXF, HPGL, WMF, EMF, etc) for editing in any 

CAD application [8]. 

 

Figure 3.1 Raster to Vector screenshot 
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3.1.2 CATIA 

 CATIA V5 is the leading solution for product development success. CATIA, for virtual 

product design, can be applied to a wide variety of industries, from aerospace, automotive, and 

industrial machinery, to electronics, shipbuilding, plant design, and consumer goods. Today, 

CATIA is used to design anything from an airplane to jewelry and clothing. With the power and 

functional range to address the complete product development process, CATIA supports product 

engineering, from initial specification to product-in-service, in a fully integrated manner. It 

facilitates reuse of product design knowledge and shortens development cycles, helping 

enterprises accelerate their response to market needs [9]. 

 

Figure 3.2 CATIA assembly 
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3.2 Finite Element Tools 

3.2.1 Preprocessors 

3.2.1.1 Altair Hypermesh 

 Altair HyperMesh is a high-performance finite-element pre-processor for popular finite- 

element solvers that allows engineers to analyze product design performance in a highly 

interactive and visual environment. HyperMesh's user interface is easy to learn and supports a 

number of CAD geometry and finite-element model file formats, thereby increasing 

interoperability and efficiency. Advanced functionality within HyperMesh allows users to 

efficiently manipulate geometry and mesh highly complex models. These functionalities include 

extensive meshing and model control, morphing technology to update existing meshes to new 

design proposals and automatic mid-surface generation for complex designs with varying wall 

thickness. Solid geometry enhances tetra-meshing and hexa-meshing by reducing interactive 

modeling times, while batch meshing enables large scale meshing of parts with no manual clean-

up and minimal user input. 

 HyperMesh provides direct access to a variety of industry-leading CAD data formats for 

generating finite-element models. Moreover, HyperMesh has tools to clean up imported 

geometry containing surfaces with gaps; overlaps and misalignments that prevent high quality 

mesh generation. By eliminating misalignments and holes, and suppressing the boundaries 

between adjacent surfaces, users can mesh across larger, more logical regions of the model, 

while improving overall meshing speed and quality. Boundary conditions can be applied to these 

surfaces for future mapping to underlying element data. 

 HyperMesh presents users with an advanced suite of easy-to-use tools to build and edit 

CAE models. For 2D and 3D model creation, users have access to a variety of mesh-generation 
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capabilities, as well as HyperMesh's powerful auto meshing module. Automatic mid-surface 

generation, a comprehensive laminate modeler and morphing offer new levels of model 

manipulation. The surface auto-meshing module in HyperMesh is a tool for mesh generation that 

provides users with the ability to interactively adjust a variety of mesh parameters for each 

surface or surface edge. These parameters include element density, element biasing and mesh 

algorithm. Element generation can be automatically optimized for a set of user-defined quality 

criteria. Using solid geometry, HyperMesh can utilize Boolean operations to connect or separate 

solid models for tetra meshing or hexa-meshing. Partitioning these models is fast, easy and 

allows users to spend less time preparing the geometry for solid meshing. The solid-meshing 

module allows users to mesh partitioned volumes quickly and intuitively. HyperMesh can also 

rapidly tetra-mesh a closed volume with high-quality first- or second-order tetrahedral elements. 

The tetra-mesh module uses the powerful AFLR algorithm. Users can control element growth for 

structural or CFD modeling requirements, select tria or quad elements for tetrahedral generation 

and re-mesh local regions. Users can also employ the interactive, process-driven tools within 

HyperMesh for easy model setup, including model assembly using connectors, creation of 

complex contact definitions, application of boundary conditions and solver deck preparations 

[10]. HyperMesh supports a host of different solver formats for both import and export. Along 

with fully supported solvers, HyperMesh also provides the flexibility to support additional 

solvers by way of a complete export template language and C libraries for the development of 

input translators. The following solvers are supported directly in HyperMesh: OptiStruct, 

RADIOSS, ABAQUS, NASTRAN, ANSYS, MOLDFLOW/C-MOLD,  

LS-DYNA, PAMCRASH, PERMAS, MADYMO, MARC, I-DEAS, FLUENT, Star-CD  
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Figure 3.3 HyperMesh interface 

 

3.2.1.2 Oasys Primer 

The Oasys PRIMER pre-processor is designed to make preparation and modification of 

LS-DYNA models as fast and as simple as possible, improving user productivity and efficiency 

and reducing the time spent manipulating and developing models suitable for LS-DYNA. 

The priority with Oasys PRIMER is to provide complete support for every LS-DYNA keyword. 

The user can be assured that every model read in and written out will lose no data. Oasys 

PRIMER is designed specifically for pre-processing with LS-DYNA. Therefore the user 

interface is clear, simple and tailored towards LS-DYNA - without any compromises. 
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All of the common keywords can be created, modified and graphically visualized to help users 

understand exactly what a model contains and how the various entities are inter-related [12]. The 

most common features are as follows: 

• Full support for LS-DYNA version 971  

• Connections function for defining various connections (e.g. spot welds, bolts) including a 

auto weld function that does not require an input file  

• Quick-pick menu for on-screen manipulation of entity display characteristics  

• Quick-pick menu for on-screen editing of LS-DYNA keywords  

• Easy access to part data through the Part Tree navigation menu, and Part Table  

• Cross reference viewer menu for tracking how different entities refer to each other  

• Full support for LS-DYNA parameters  

• Background image and image/model alignment function 

• Materials database import.  

• Bill of Materials Processing.  

• Assign Mass and position their Center of Gravity.  

• Model manipulation by translation, reflection, rotation and scaling.  

• Model checking - around 2000 individual checks with various auto-fixes available 

• Model database facility - create load cases instantly 

• Simple meshing ability 
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Figure 3.4 Oasys Primer 

 

3.2.2 Solver Ls-Dyna 

Ls-Dyna is a general-purpose, explicit and implicit finite element program used to 

analyze the nonlinear dynamic response of three-dimensional structures. Its fully automated 

contact analysis capability and error-checking features have enabled users worldwide to solve 

successfully many complex crash and forming problems. Ls-Dyna is one of the premier 

software’s to study automotive crash and has many default input parameters tailored for crash 

simulations. For crash simulations, the explicit time integration is used due to advantages over 

the implicit integration method. In the explicit integration method, the solution is advanced 

without computing the stiffness matrix thus dramatically reducing the time of the simulation. 

Due to these savings, complex geometries and large deformations can be simulated. 
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Ls-Dyna supports a very extensive library of material models. Over one hundred metallic 

and nonmetallic material models able to simulated elastic, elasto-plastic, elasto-viscoplastic, 

Blatzko rubber, foams, glass and composites. 

Ls-Dyna supports a fully automated contact analysis that is simple to use, robust and has 

been validated. It uses the constraint and penalty method to simulate contact conditions. These 

methods have been shown to work particularly well in full vehicle crashworthiness studies, 

systems/component analysis and occupant safety studies. Ls-Dyna supports over twenty-five 

contact formulations to treat contacts between deformable objects and rigid objects [12]. 

3.2.3 Post processor Altair HyperView 

Altair HyperView is a complete post-processing and visualization environment for finite 

element analysis, multi-body system simulation, digital video, and engineering data. HyperView 

combines advanced animation and XY plotting features with window synchronization to enhance 

results visualization. Amazingly fast 3D graphics and unparalleled functionality set a new 

standard for speed and integration of CAE results post-processing. HyperView supports many 

popular CAE solver formats through direct readers, providing flexible and consistent high-

performance post-processing environment.   

HyperView's animation client provides a complete suite of interactive post-processing 

features that dramatically improve results visualization. HyperView also supports an advanced 

toolset for model query and result comparisons for single and overlaid models.  

The video client in HyperView introduces the unique capability to read digital video files 

and synchronize them to CAE animations and XY-plot information for enhanced simulation 
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post-processing and correlation. The video client directly reads and writes most standard movie 

file formats, including AVI, BMP, JPEG, PNG and TIFF.  HyperView supports the following: 

• Multi-body dynamics animations with flex-bodies 

• Complex animations and complex stress calculations 

• Deformed animations 

• Linear animations 

• Transient animations 

Hyper View’s plotting client is a powerful data analysis and plotting tool with interfaces 

to a wide array of data file formats. Engineers can build, edit and manipulate 2D curves and 3D 

plots (such as waterfall, surface and 3D line plots).  A simple point-and-click environment 

provides easy access to curve expressions, axis labels, and legends, plot headers and footers. In 

addition, plots can be annotated with advanced notes using templex, a built-in text and numeric 

processor. A sophisticated math engine is capable of processing even the most complex 

mathematical expressions. 

The publishing session export feature allows users to output reports to HTML or a 

PowerPoint XML of the active HyperView session. Users can specify which pages are to be 

written out, as well as specify the format for each window exported.  

HyperView supports many popular CAE solver formats through direct readers, providing 

a flexible and consistent high-performance post-processing environment. Additional solver 

formats can be supported through user-defined results translators that convert results into the 

Altair H3Dcompressed binary format. This functionality further increases the value proposition 

of HyperView by broadening its ability to support other commercial and proprietary solver 

formats. 
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Figure 3.5 HyperView interface 

 

3.3 Multi Body Dynamic Tools 

3.3.1 ADAMS car 

 ADAMS is commercially available software for Functional Virtual Prototyping of 

mechanical systems, which allows the user to simulate and visualize 3D motion and force 

behavior under realistic operating conditions. ADAMS automatically converts a graphically 

defined model to dynamic equations of motion and then solves the resulting set of combined 

differential and algebraic equations. ADAMS can resolve redundant constraints, handle 

unlimited degrees of freedom, and perform static equilibrium, kinematic, and dynamic analyses. 

It can also simulate systems with both rigid and flexible parts undergoing elastic deformations. 

In addition to displacement, velocity, acceleration, and force outputs, users may request a variety 
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of other data, such as graphics output and data for subsequent finite element analysis or control 

systems analysis. Users can impose a variety of constraints such as joints, joint primitives, time-

dependent motions, higher-pair contact, and user-written subroutines. Users may also implement 

forces that act in an action-reaction sense between a pair of points in the system, or apply forces 

to a single point from an external source [14]. 

 

Figure 3.6 ADAMS interface 

 

3.3.2 ADAM Insight 

 ADAMS/Insight lets you design sophisticated experiments for measuring the 

performance of your mechanical system model. It also provides a collection of statistical tools 

for analyzing the results of your experiments so that you can better understand how to refine and 
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improve your model. With the ADAMS/Insight add-on module, users can quickly explore 

multiple design variations, test, and refine until system performance is optimized. To help you 

compare alternative designs, you can easily parameterize most entities in your ADAMS model, 

including geometric points, mass properties, force characteristics, etc. These parameters then 

become factors when studying your mechanical system model in detail using Design of 

Experiments and Optimization available in ADAMS/Insight [15]. 

 

 

Figure 3.7 ADAMS Insight interface 
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4. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION 
 
 
4.1 Vehicle Description 

 The vehicle is an all-purpose, personal, or cargo carrier especially adaptable for all type 

of civilian uses as well as in military and public service. It is a four-wheeled vehicle with four-

wheel drive. The engine is an 8-cylinder gasoline type located in the front of the vehicle. A 4 

speed automatic transmission and manual 3-speed transfer case provides additional speeds for 

traversing difficult terrain. The body is of all steel type with quick detachable front doors, 

tarpaulin top and side curtains. The frame is constructed of stamped steel sections welded 

together with lateral cross-members for rigidity. The front suspension is a 3 link coil-over 

suspension. Three links support forward and aft movement and a panard rod is utilized to support 

lateral movement. Shock absorption is done with an integrated coil spring and damper. The rear 

suspension consists of a four-link coil over design. The rear four links provide all forward, aft 

and lateral support. Table 4.1 provides additional specifications of the vehicle. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Nissan Patrol G60 
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Table 4.1  

Nissan Patrol Specifications 

General Specification 

DIMENSIONS mm (in)  

ITEM  
Overall length 3672 (144.5) 
Overall width 1963 (77.3) 
Overall height 2021 (80) 
Wheel base 2718 (107) 
Tread-front 1645 (64.8) 
Tread - rear 1645 (64.8) 
Minimum road height 300 (12) 
Floor height at rear end 882 (34.7) 

WEIGHT kg (lb)  

Vehicle weight 1937 (4270) 
Seating capacity 4 

PERFORMANCE  

Max speed km/hr (MPH) 144.8 (90) 
Grade ability degree 85 
Min. turning radius m (ft) 5.5 (18) 

WHEELS & TIRES  

Tire size (front) 343/74/17  
Tire size (rear) 343/74/17  
Wheel size (front) 254/17 
Wheel size (rear) 254/17 
Tire pressure (front) 3.9 kg/cm^2 (55psi) 
Tire pressure (rear) 3.9 kg/cm^2 (55psi) 

ENGINE  

Model & Type 
Vortec 6000, 8 cylinder, water cooled, gasoline 

Bore x Stroke 101.6 X 92 mm (4 X 3.622) 
Total displacement 5967 cc (364 cu. In) 
Max B.H.P (SAE) 380 
Max Torque (SAE) 409 
Compression ratio 9.4:1 
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TRANSMISSION 

Model 4L60E Hydromatic  
Gear ratio                       1st 3.06 : 1 

2nd 1.63 : 1 
3rd 1.00 : 1 
4th 0.7 : 1 

reverse 2.9 : 1 

TRANSFER CASE  

Model   
Gear ratio                    High 1.0 : 1 

Mid 3.04 : 1 
Low 5.44 : 1 

REAR AXLE  

Type Full floating Dynatrac pro rock 60 
Gear ratio 5.33 : 1 
Drive system Hypoid gear 

FRONT AXLE  

Type Full floating Dynatrac pro rock 60 
Gear ratio 5.33 : 1 
Drive system Hypoid gear 

SUSPENSION  

Type                          Front 3 link + panard bar coil over  
Rear 4 link coil over 

FRAME  

Type Pressed steel box section, ladder type  
 

 
4.2 Finite Element Model Development 

 Due to the complexity of a full vehicle FEM, a systematic process of checks and 

validation needs to be followed to reduce rework and debugging of the final model. Certain 

guidelines have also been established to reduce the complexity of the final model in order to 

reduce the resource requirements of the final simulation. Figure 4.2 outlines the process followed 

to create the FEM model of the 1965 Nissan Patrol. 
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Figure 4.2 Finite Element Modeling Process [16] 

 

 
4.2.1 Geometry development 

 The first step in creating a high quality FEM is to obtain a CAD model of the vehicle. 

Due to the age of the vehicle, no CAD data exists. 2-D drawings were available of the frame and 

body in the service manual and are shown in Figure 4.2. To convert these to a format that can be 

used in CATIA, the drawings were scanned and saved as a JPEG picture file. The JPEG picture 

file was then converted to a DXF format with the Raster to Vector program. The DXF format can 

be read in directly to CATIA and then used to create 3-D geometry. When scanning from a raster 

to a DXF, considerable clean up of the geometry has to be done due to the fact that the software 

will create lines for any pixel found in the raster. Single lines and curves are not created and have 

to be joined together with multiple segments. Geometric discontinuities have to be repaired as 

well.  Parts small enough to be scanned were created in CATIA using the same scanning and 

conversion process. Parts that were physically to big to be scanned were measured by hand and 

then created in CATIA. Examples include the engine, axles, transmission and tires. The tools 

used to measure these items are illustrated in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 2-D Drawings 
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Figure 4.4 Measuring Tools 

 

 
 Upon completion of the CAD model of the 1965 Nissan Patrol, the part count added up to 

over 200 individual parts. Parts such as fasteners were not modeled because they will be 

represented mathematically in the finite element model. Other parts such as hoses and electrical 

were not modeled to reduce the complexity of the model. The individual parts were then 

assembled into sub assemblies. Sub assemblies were created for the front and rear suspension, 

frame and roll cage, body, and the drive train. The sub assemblies were then combined into the 

final vehicle assembly. The completed CAD model is illustrated in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5 Completed CAD Model 
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4.2.2 Geometry defeature & meshing guidelines 

 HyperMesh is a surface based meshing program, which means that the mesh layout and 

quality is directly dependent upon the surface topology. Small features on the surface geometry 

will drive the element size and quality down if not taken care of. Small holes and radii below 

defined limits need to be removed as well otherwise mesh quality will degrade. Ribs and beads 

below a certain criteria can be removed as well. Table 4.2 lists the limits for geometry 

defeaturing. Overall, the mesh should remain uniform throughout and any transitions from a 

course mesh to a fine mesh should be done smoothly. 

 

Table 4.2  

Geometry Defeature and Meshing Guidelines [17] 

 
FEATURE 

HOLES • Holes with a 
diameter less than 
10 mm are ignored 

 
• Holes with a 

diameter greater 
than 10 mm are to 
be included 

 
• When meshing 

around holes, a 
minimum of 
6elements is 
required 

 

         

           

BEADS & RIBS • Heights less than 
3mm ignore and 
mesh as flat 

 

• Heights between 3-
5mm increase the 
height to 5mm 

 

• Heights greater 
than 5mm mesh as 
3 equal length sides 
on the geometry 
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BEND RADII • Bend radii less than 
8mm are to be 
modeled as a sharp 
corner angle 

 
• Bend Radii greater 

than 8mm are to 
have a minimum of 
2 elements, 1 node, 
following the 
geometry  

FLANGES  
• Flanges of Crash 

models are to be 
modeled with three 
elements across the 
flange 

 
• Two elements can 

be used if the 
flange width is less 
than 15 mm 

 

ORTHOGANAL 
MESH 

 
• The element mesh 

should be 
orthogonal to the 
centerline of the 
part  

MESH 
TRANSITION 

• Maintain a smooth 
transition from 
Coarse to Fine 
Mesh 

  

SPECIAL 
SHAPES 

• It is possible to 
mesh a part and 
minimize the 
number of tri 
elements 

• Triangle elements 
should be less than 
10% of the total 
number of 
elements 

        

SECTION 
MESHING 

 • Use a minimum of 3 element for good in-plane 
bending 

• Use a minimum of 5 element for buckling 
ELEMENT TYPE  • For 3-D shell elements use Belytschko - Lin - Tsay 

element formulation 
• For 3-D solid elements use uniform 8 node brick 

elements 
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 For parts of sheet metal construction or thin walled tubes, mid surfaces need to be 

extracted. Parts of this type can be meshed with thin shells rather than solid elements, which 

greatly reduces the computational requirements. Figure 4.6 illustrates mid surface extraction 

 

             

Figure 4.6 Mid Surface Extraction 

 
  

Figure 4.7 demonstrates the importance of defeaturing geometry to obtain a uniform 

mesh. In the mesh, small holes have been removed to obtain a uniform mesh. 

 

         
Figure 4.7 Surface Defeaturing 

 
 
 
 
 

Solid Part Mid Surface Part
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4.2.3 Mesh quality 

 To ensure model accuracy and efficiency, the mesh of the model needs to meet a mesh 

quality criterion. The quality of the mesh will affect the time step calculations of the simulation 

and thus affect the computation time. The time step is directly related to the characteristic length 

of the elements so the minimum element size is of particular importance. Severely distorted 

elements will affect the accuracy of the results due to an increase in stiffness of the element due 

to the distortion. The percentage of triangular elements should be less than 5% of the total 

number of elements in the component because triangle elements impart an artificial stiffness into 

parts modeled with them. This will cause unrealistic behavior of these parts in contact with 

others. Table 4.3 outlines all of the important mesh quality criteria. 

 

Table 4.3  

Mesh Quality Criterion 

 
 

 Quality Parameter Allowable 

1 Min Side Length 5.0 

2 Max Side Length 100 

3 Max Aspect Ratio 5.0 

4 Min Quad Internal Angle 45.0 

5 Max Quad Internal Angle 135.0 

6 Min Tria Internal Angle 15.0 

7 Max Tria Internal Angle 120.0 

8 Max Warp Angle 15.0 

9 % of Trias 5.0 
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4.2.4 Normals adjustment 

 For shell type elements, the material orientation is dependent on the element normal. 

Contact definitions are also related to the element normal of an object. To ensure contact stability 

the element normals of a part all need to be oriented in the same direction. If the direction of 

contact is also known between two parts, the normals of these parts should be directed toward 

each other.  

4.2.5 Materials 

 For each component in the FEM, a mathematical material needs to be assigned to 

simulate the behavior of the component. Due to the age of the vehicle, the majority of the 

components are constructed of steel. The only exceptions are the tires, motor mounts and 

transmission mounts, which are made rubber. Ls-Dyna has over 100 material models to choose 

from but due to the simplicity of the vehicle model, only 7 of these will be used. 

 

*MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY 

 This material card was used to for all steel and aluminum parts. The steel parts make up 

the entire chassis, drive train and suspension. Aluminum was used for the rims of the vehicle. 

The components that use this material are identified in Figure 4.8. This material models an 

elastic-plastic material with a defined stress versus strain curve. The material model inputs for 

steel are listed in Figure 4.9.  
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Figure 4.8 MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY Components 

 

Figure 4.9 MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY 
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*MAT_ELASTIC 

 This material card is used to define the tire rubber, motor mounts, transmission mounts 

and the beam elements used to model the sway bars of the vehicle. This is an isotropic elastic 

material and is available for beam, shell and solid elements in LS-Dyna. The components that 

use this material are identified in Figure 4.10 and the inputs for the tire material card are listed in 

Figure 4.11. 

 

Figure 4.10 MAT_ELASTIC Components 

 

 

Figure 4.11 MAT_ELASTIC 
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*MAT_RIGID 

 This material card is used to define material for engine, transmission, transfer case and 

axle housings. This material type provides useful way of turning one or more parts comprised of 

beam, shells and solid elements into rigid body. Elements that are rigid are bypassed in the 

element processing and no storage is allocated for storing history variables. Thus rigid material 

type is very cost efficient. It is appropriate to use this material type for parts that are not going to 

undergo large deformations or are not critical to the crashworthiness of the vehicle. This material 

is also used to model accelerometers. The components that use this material are identified in 

Figure 4.12 and the inputs for the rigid material card are listed in Figure 4.13. 

Figure 4.12 MAT_RIGID Components 

 

 

Figure 4.13 MAT_RIGID 
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*MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC 

 This material was used to model the tie rod and sway bar links. This model is suited to 

model isotropic and kinematic hardening plasticity with the option of including rate effects. It is 

a very cost effective material and can be used with beam, shell and solid elements. The 

components that use this material are identified in Figure 4.14 and the inputs for the plastic 

kinematic material card are listed in Figure 4.15. 

Figure 4.14 MAT_PLASTIC KINEMATIC Components 

 

Figure 4.15 MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC 
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*MAT_DAMPER_NONLINEAR_VISCOUS 

This material was used to model the shock absorbers that are used for the suspension 

system. This material is used for discrete spring and dampers. This material provides a viscous 

translational damper with an arbitrary force versus velocity dependency. In this card a force 

versus rate of displacement curve was developed based on data provided by the shock 

manufacturer. The inputs for the shock absorber material card are listed in Figure 4.16. Figure 

4.17 illustrates the force vs. displacement curve. 

 

 

Figure 4.16 MAT_DAMPER_NONLINEAR_VISCOUS 

 

 

Figure 4.17 Damper function 
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*MAT_SPRING_ELASTIC 

 This material is used to define the coil springs used for the suspension system. This 

material provides a translational or rotational elastic spring located between two nodes. The 

inputs for the shock absorber material card are listed in Figure 4.18. 

 

 

Figure 4.18 MAT_SPRING_ELASTIC 

 

4.2.6 Component assembly 

 Once all of the component have been defeatured, meshed and assigned a material, the 

components need to be assembled to create the full vehicle model. Just as a real car is held 

together with spot welds, bolts and joints, the computational model is assembled in the same 

manner. This section describes the cards required to assemble the full vehicle model. 

*CONSTRAINED SPOTWELD  

This card is used to define a mass less spot-weld between to unconnected nodal pairs. 

The spot weld is a rigid beam that connects the nodal points of a nodal pair, which will couple 

nodal rotations and displacements. The welds must be connected to beam or shell elements. 

Brittle and ductile failures can be specified and are based on the resultant force acting on the 

weld. For this analysis, failure was not considered.  

When modeling spot welds, the weld needs to remain orthogonal to the flanges that are 

being welded. A skewed weld will weaken the structure due to rigid body rotations. Figure 4.19 

lists the inputs required for the constrained spot weld. 
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Figure 4.19 CONSTRAINED_SPOTWELD 

 

*CONSTRAINED_JOINT 

 The constrained joint card is used to create joints between to objects. Joints are used in 

the vehicle assembly to model suspension bushings, hinges, steering components and universal 

joints. Figure 4.20 illustrates the joints available thru the constrained joint card. 

 

Figure 4.20 Joint types [12] 
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 Spherical joints were used to model the connections between the suspension components 

and the vehicle frame. Eight spherical joints at the forward and aft end of the rear suspension 

control arms connect the control arms to the frame and rear axle. Triangulation of the rear 

control arms prevents any lateral movement. Six spherical joints connect the forward and aft end 

of the front suspension control arms to the front axle and frame. To control the lateral movement 

a panard rod is connected to the frame and axle with spherical joints. Spherical joints were also 

used to model the tie rods in the steering system. Spherical joints at each end of the tie rod 

connect the left and right steering knuckles. To ensure there were no rigid body rotations of the 

control arms and tie rod, contacts between the control arm ends, frame, tie rod and axle brackets 

were created. A total of 38 spherical joints were used in the model assembly. 

 Revolute joints were used to model the wheel bearings that attach the axle to the wheels. 

Revolute joints were also used to connect the front axle kingpin the steering knuckles on each 

side. A total of 6 revolute joints were used in the model. Figure 4.21 illustrates the input required 

to create a spherical or revolute joint. Figure 4.22 illustrates the locations of the joints. 

 

Figure 4.21 CONSTRAINED_JOINT 
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 Spherical Joint  Revolute Joint 

Figure 4.22 Joint locations 
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4.2.7 Contact definition 

*CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SINGLE_SURFACE 

To ensure proper interaction between components during the crash event, contacts 

between the components have to be specified. Due to the complexity of a crash model, defining 

contacts between each individual component would be very tedious and time consuming. 

Fortunately Ls-Dyna provides an automatic contact formulation.  As currently implemented, one 

surface of the interface is identified as a master surface and the other as a slave. Each surface is 

defined by a set of three or four node quadrilateral segments, called master and slave segments, 

on which the nodes of the slave and master surfaces, respectively, must slide. In general, an input 

for the contact-impact algorithm requires that a list of master and slave segments be defined. For 

the single surface algorithm only the slave surface is defined and each node in the surface is 

checked each time step to ensure that it does not penetrate through the surface [12]. Static and 

dynamic friction during contact between two parts is accounted for in the simulation. Figure 4.23 

lists the inputs required to define the contact automatic single surface. 

 

Figure 4.23 CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SINGLE_SURFACE 
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4.2.8 Loads and boundary conditions 

 To simulate a full vehicle car crash, all loads and boundary conditions that occur in the 

actual crash event need to be modeled. Just as a car is subjected to gravitational loads in real life, 

the simulated model should have a representative gravity force applied. Friction forces between 

the tires and the road surface play and important role in how the vehicle behaves on impact so 

these have to be accounted for in the simulation. The tires in real life are filled with air and will 

affect the severity of the impact.  Modeling of the tires has to be able to simulate the interaction 

of the tires upon impact. A velocity has to be applied to the vehicle in a manner as to not impart 

any unrealistic acceleration or cause the simulation to run for an extended amount of time. 

Fortunately Ls-Dyna provides methods to simulate all of these requirements. 

*LOAD_BODY 

 This card is used to define body force loads due to a prescribed base acceleration or 

angular velocity using global axes directions. The inputs required for the load body card are 

listed in figure 4.24. 

 

Figure 4.24 LOAD_BODY 

 

 *AIRBAG_SIMPLE_AIRBAG_MODEL 

 This card provides a way of defining thermodynamic behavior of the gas flow into the 

airbag as well as a reference configuration for the fully inflated bag. For modeling of tires the 
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airbag card is used to define the reference configuration for a fully inflated tire. The inputs 

required for the airbag card are listed in figure 4.25. 

 

Figure 4.25 AIRBAG_SIMPLE_AIRBAG_MODEL 

 

*INITIAL_VELOCITY_GENERATION 

 This card is used to impart an initial velocity to the entire vehicle. This card enables a 

vehicle to start at the prescribed initial velocity without any unrealistic acceleration. It does not 

require an extended amount of time for the vehicle to ramp up to the prescribed velocity. The 

inputs required for the initial velocity card are listed in figure 4.26. 

 

Figure 4.26 INITIAL_VELOCTIY_GENERATION 
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4.2.9 Output 

*ELEMENT_ACCELEROMETER 

This card is used to capture the accelerations at prescribed locations of the impact. 

Accelerations are used to measure the severity of the impact. The accelerometers are created and 

placed at the left and right wheel hub, top of the engine, left and right seat position and 

dashboard. The inputs required for the accelerometer card are listed in figure 4.2.27. 

 

 

Figure 4.27 ELEMENT_ACCELEROMETER 

 

4.2.10 Finite element model assembly 

 Using all of the procedures and cards detailed in the previous section the complete 

vehicle finite element model is assembled. The geometry was first created and then defeatured. 

Each part was then meshed based on the element criteria and then assigned a material type. Spot 

welds were then used to attach parts together and joints were created for the suspension, steering 

and hinge components. The final full vehicle model is illustrated in figure 4.28 and the vehicle 

summary is provided in Table 4.4. 
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Figure 4.28 Nissan Patrol finite element model 

 

Table 4.4 

Nissan Patrol model summary 
 

Entity Quantity 

Parts 271 

Shell elements 52670 

Solid elements 50801 

Beam elements 42 

Node 73128 

Spot welds 2971 

Joints 44 

Accelerometer 7 
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 To ensure a valid model, the final element criterion is listed in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5  

Mesh Quality  

 

Quality Parameter Allowable Number 
Failed 

Worst 

Min Side Length 5.0 0 4.72 

Max Side Length 100 0 80.8 

Max Aspect Ratio 5.0 160 5.27 

Min Quad Internal Angle 45.0 0 45 

Max Quad Internal Angle 135.0 0 135 

Min Tria Internal Angle 15.0 0 15.03 

Max Tria Internal Angle 120.0 0 117.03 

Max Warp Angle 15.0 0 14.9 

% of Trias 5.0% 2.0%  

 

 

4.4 Finite Element Model Validation 

 Although it is possible to create a FEM of a vehicle, it does not ensure that the results 

will be accurate. Because the FEM is an analytical approximation and the complexity of an entire 

vehicle, an FEM model of this size must be validated before it can be used with any degree of 

confidence in its accuracy. Although there is no physical test data to compare the Nissan Patrol 

model to, there does exist a validated FEM model of a 1994 Chevrolet C1500 with similar design 

characteristics.  
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4.4.1 C1500 Finite element model description 

 The National Crash Analysis Center (NCAC) using the same process that was used to 

model the Nissan Patrol developed the C1500 truck model. The same materials, contacts, joints, 

spot welds and boundary conditions are used in the C1500 model. Shell elements were used for 

sheet metal or thin walled tubes and solid elements for the engine, transmission and certain drive 

train components. The C1500 vehicle model is illustrated in figure 4.29 and the vehicle summary 

is provided in Table 4.6. 

 

Figure 4.29 C1500 finite element model 
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Table 4.6 

 C1500 model summary 

Entity Quantity 

Parts 248 

Shell elements 54028 

Solid elements 3561 

Beam elements 153 

Node 66050 

Spot welds 596 

Joints 26 

Accelerometer 8 

 

 

 4.4.1.1 C1500 model validation 

 Before any comparisons of the C1500 and Nissan Patrol can be made, the C1500 model 

has to be validated. The NCAC has conducted actual physical tests of the C1500 light truck so 

the simulation model can be compared directly to the data obtained from the physical test. The 

model validation includes quantitative analysis of acceleration data measured at specified points 

on the physical test and at the same locations on the simulation model. By comparing this data 

the accuracy of the simulation model can be determined and adjusted if necessary. The 

comparison of the accelerations measured at the left and right seat locations and the top and 

bottom engine locations show that a good correlation between the physical test and simulation. 

The overall curve shape and maximum acceleration values for these locations although are not 

exact, one has to take into account the simplifications made to the simulation model. The 

accelerations measured on the engine correlate the best and this is due the rigidity of the engine 

and the attaching frame. The stiffness of these structures remains intact due to the simplicity of 
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these parts. The maximum deceleration for the engine top is 116.5 g’s for the physical test and 

156.2 g’s for the simulation. For the engine bottom, the maximum deceleration for the physical 

test is 97.4 g’s and 109.5 g’s for the simulation.  

The correlation is not as good for the accelerations measured at the left and right seat 

locations. This can be accounted for because of the complexity of the structure the accelerometer 

is attached to. Many parts and spot welds make up this structure and thus have a combined effect 

on the final results. Although the results do not correlate as well to the physical test, the results 

still exhibit a similar behavior and stiffness throughout the crash event. The maximum 

deceleration for the left seat is 40.2 g’s for the physical test and 51.8 g’s for the simulation. For 

the right seat, the maximum deceleration for the physical test is 43.6 g’s and 56.8 g’s for the 

simulation. Figure 4.30 shows the time history of the crash simulation. Figures 4.31 and 4.32 

show the comparison of the physical test and simulation for the left and right seat locations and 

Figure 4.33 and 4.34 show the comparison of the physical and simulation for the top and bottom 

engine locations.  

 

 

 

0 s 

 

 

0.065 s 

 

0.13 s 

Figure 4.30 Crash simulation time history 
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Figure 4.31 Comparison between test and simulation for left seat 

 

Figure 4.32 Comparison between test and simulation for right seat 

 

Figure 4.33 Comparison between test and simulation for engine top 
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Figure 4.34 Comparison between test and simulation for engine bottom 

 

4.4.2 Finite element model comparison 

Due to the lack of any physical test data to validate the 1965 Nissan Patrol FEM, the 

Nissan Patrol model is compared to the C1500 FEM. The two models being compared have 

similar construction as well as weight and dimension characteristics. The specifications for each 

vehicle and the FEM model comparison are outlined in Table 4.7. 

Table 4.7 

C1500 Vehicle comparison 

DIMENSIONS mm (in)   
ITEM Nissan Patrol C1500 

Overall length 3672 (144.5) 5547 (218.4) 
Overall width 1963 (77.3) 1956 (77.0) 
Overall height 2021 (80) 1780.4 (70) 

Wheel base 2718 (107) 3340 (131.5) 
Tread-front 1645 (64.8) 1615 (63.6) 
Tread - rear 1645 (64.8) 1615 (63.6) 

Minimum road height 300 (12) 234.5 (9.23) 
Floor height at rear end 882 (34.7) 755.1 (29.7) 

WEIGHT kg (lb)   
Vehicle weight 1937 (4270) 1828 (4460) 

Seating capacity 4 3 
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Table 4.7 Continued 
 

PERFORMANCE   
Max speed km/hr (MPH) 144.8 (90) 144.8 (90) 

Grade ability degree 85 25 
Min. turning radius m(ft) 5.5 (18) 7.3 (24) 

FRAME    

Type 
Pressed steel 
box section, 
ladder type 

Pressed steel 
box section, 
ladder type 

CG mm (in) 
Rearward of front wheel

 C/L 
1253 (49.3) 1319 (52) 

 
FEM Model Comparison 

ITEM   
Parts 271 248 

Shell elements 52670 54028 
Solid elements 50801 3561 
Beam elements 42 153 

Node 73128 66050 
Spot welds 2971 596 

Joints 44 26 
Accelerometer 7 8  

 

 The weight of the two vehicles is within 124 kg (273 lbs) of each other, this accounts for 

a difference of less than 7.3%. By far the weight is the most important factor in comparing the 

two vehicles side by side in a full frontal collision. The wheelbases of the two vehicles differ by 

622 mm (24.5 in). This difference in wheelbase will have minimal effect on the crash results 

because both vehicles have most of their weight distributed in the front of the vehicles. This is 

show by the comparison of the distance from the front wheel centerline and the center of gravity 

for the vehicles. The difference between the two vehicles is only 66 mm (2.6 in).  
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The Nissan Patrol model was simulated under the NCAP crash standards and then 

compared to the C1500 model under the same crash conditions. Each vehicle impacted a rigid 

wall at 56.32 km/hr (35 mph) with full frontal impact. Accelerations were measured at the front 

left and right brake caliper, the left and right front occupant seating position, the engine and at 

the instrument panel. These locations will provide the information needed to compare the 

crashworthiness of the Nissan Patrol model.  Figures 4.35 thru 4.40 show the comparison of the 

accelerations at these locations.  

A comparison of the accelerations measured at the front wheel calipers show a large 

difference between the to vehicles. The Nissan Patrol has a maximum acceleration of -151.5 g’s 

and the C1500 has a maximum acceleration of -92.1 g’s. This can be attributed to the fact that 

the Nissan Patrols wheels are the first objects to impact the rigid wall. The vehicle is designed 

with a 90-degree approach angle that locates the wheels at the very front of the vehicle. The 

wheels of the C1500 contact the wall after most of the impact is absorbed by the frame structure.  

The accelerations measured at the left and right seating positions show good correlation. 

The max acceleration of the Nissan Patrol is -47.5 g’s and -58 g’s for the C1500. The main 

difference is the delay in the time the max accelerations occur in each vehicle. Again this can be 

attributed to the tires of the Nissan Patrol impacting the rigid wall first. The tires then transmit 

the impact thru the suspension components immediately whereas the C1500 absorbs much of the 

impact thru the frame and body structure delaying the deceleration of the left and right seating 

positions. 

Accelerations measured at the instrument panel (IP) for both vehicles are of similar 

magnitude. The max acceleration measured at the IP for the Nissan Patrol is -47 g’s and -34 g’s 

for the C1500.  The max engine acceleration for the Nissan Patrol is -126 g’s and -159 g’s for the 
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C1500. The difference of 33 g’s at the engine are a result of the motor mount structure on the 

Nissan Patrol collapsing in as the frame fails buckle thus reducing the stiffness and softening the 

deceleration. The engine moves a total of 2.5 inches during impact.  Table 4.8 summarizes the 

acceleration results of the crash simulation. 

Table 4.8 

Results Summary 
 

ACCELEROMETER 
LOCATION 

Nissan Patrol (g) C1500 (g) Delta 

Left Caliper 151.5 92.1 59.4 
Right Caliper 151.7 75.6 76.1 

Left Seat 40.9 52.8 11.9 
Right Seat 47.6 57.0 9.4 

Instrument Panel 46.7 33.8 12.9 
Engine 125.6 159.3 33.7 

 

 

Figure 4.35 Comparison between test and simulation for left caliper 
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Figure 4.36 Comparison between test and simulation for right caliper 

Figure 4.37 Comparison between test and simulation for left seat 

 

Figure 4.38 Comparison between test and simulation for right seat 
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Figure 4.39 Comparison between test and simulation for instrument panel 

 

Figure 4.40 Comparison between test and simulation for engine acceleration 

 

 From evaluation of the deformed structures of both vehicles, the frame plays the largest 

role in absorbing the impact for both vehicles. Minimal intrusion and deformation of the 

occupant cabin structure for both vehicles was observed. Both vehicle frames displayed a 

bucking form of failure that absorbed the majoring of the impact. Due to the extreme forward 

position of the wheels on Nissan Patrol, much of the impact energy is absorbed by the 

suspension components as well. The suspension of the C1500 experiences very little deformation 

and does not play a major role in impact energy absorption. The Nissan patrol when measured 
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after the test has a crush zone of 524.8 mm (20.6 in) and the C1500 has a crush zone of 661.1 

mm (26 in). The crush zones correlate well between the two models. Occupant cabin intrusion is 

a major factor in determining the crashworthiness of a vehicle. Both vehicles experienced very 

little intrusion into the occupant compartment due to suspension and engine components being 

forced to the rear of the vehicle. Figure 4.41 shows the occupant compartment for both vehicles 

before and after the crash simulation. Figure 4.42 shows various perspectives of the impact 

damage to both vehicles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Before collision 

 

 

After collision 

Figure 4.41 Occupant compartment intrusion 
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Figure 4.42 NCAP crash results 
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4.4.3 Equivalent Vehicle Comparison 

With the FEM model validated, results can be compared to physical vehicle tests. A 2007 

Jeep Wrangler was chosen as the comparison vehicle. This vehicle has the same frame 

construction, suspension type and four-wheel drive. The vehicle has also been designed to meet 

all current NCAP crash regulations. Table 4.9 lists each vehicles characteristic. Figure 4.43 

illustrates the 2007 Jeep Wrangler. 

Table 4.9 

Jeep Vehicle comparison 

DIMENSIONS mm (in)   
ITEM Nissan Patrol Jeep 

Overall length 3672 (144.5) 4454 (175.4) 
Overall width 1963 (77.3) 1872.9 (73.7) 
Overall height 2021 (80) 1798.3 (70.8) 

Wheel base 2718 (107) 2951 (116.2) 
Tread-front 1645 (64.8) 1572 (61.9) 
Tread - rear 1645 (64.8) 1572 (61.9) 

Minimum road height 300 (12) 221 (8.7) 
Floor height at rear end 882 (34.7) 755.1 (29.7) 

WEIGHT kg (lb)   
Vehicle weight 1937 (4270) 2152 (4744.3) 
Seating capacity 4 5 

 
PERFORMANCE   

Max speed km/hr (MPH) 144.8 (90) 144.8 (90) 
Grade ability degree 85 40.6 

Min. turning radius m(ft) 5.5 (18) 6.2 (20.6) 
FRAME    

Type 
Pressed steel 
box section, 
ladder type

Pressed steel 
box section, 
ladder type 

CG mm (in) 
Rearward of front wheel 

C/L 
1253 (49.3) 1474 (58) 
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Figure 4.43 2007 Jeep Wrangler 

 

 

The weight of the two vehicles is within 215 kg (473 lbs) of each other. By far the weight 

is the most important factor in comparing the two vehicles side by side in a full frontal collision 

so this difference needs to be taken into consideration when comparing the results. The 

wheelbase of the two vehicles differs by 233 mm (9.2 in). The distance from the front wheel 

centerline and the center of gravity for the vehicles differ by 221 mm (8.7 in). 

The 2007 Jeep Wrangler was tested under the NCAP crash standards by the NHTSA and 

the results made public. The data was compared to the Nissan Patrol model under the same crash 

conditions. Each vehicle impacted a rigid wall at 56.32 km/hr (35 mph) with full frontal impact. 
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Accelerations were measured at the front left and right brake caliper, the left and right front 

occupant seating position, and the engine. These locations will provide the information needed to 

compare the crashworthiness of the Nissan Patrol model.  Figures 4.44 thru 4.48 show the 

comparison of the accelerations at these locations.  

A comparison of the accelerations measured at the front wheel calipers show a large 

difference between the to vehicles. The Nissan Patrol has a maximum acceleration of -151.5 g’s 

and the Jeep has a maximum acceleration of -97.8 g’s. This can be attributed to the fact that the 

Nissan Patrols wheels are the first objects to impact the rigid wall. The vehicle is designed with a 

90-degree approach angle that locates the wheels at the very front of the vehicle. The wheels of 

the Jeep contact the wall after most of the impact is absorbed by the frame structure.  

The accelerations measured at the left and right seating positions show good correlation. 

The max acceleration of the Nissan Patrol is -47.5 g’s and –39.8 g’s for the Jeep.  

  The max engine acceleration for the Nissan Patrol is -126 g’s and -67 g’s for the Jeep.  

Table 4.8 summarizes the acceleration results of the crash simulation. 

 

Table 4.10 

Results Summary 
 

ACCELEROMETER 
LOCATION 

Nissan Patrol (g) Jeep (g) Delta 

Left Caliper 151.5 97.8 53.7 
Right Caliper 151.7 71.0 80.7 

Left Seat 40.9 39.8 1.1 
Right Seat 47.6 39.2 8.4 

Engine 125.6 67.0 58.6 
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Figure 4.44 Comparison between test and simulation for left caliper 

Figure 4.45 Comparison between test and simulation for right caliper 

Figure 4.46 Comparison between test and simulation for left seat 
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Figure 4.47 Comparison between test and simulation for right seat 

Figure 4.48 Comparison between test and simulation for engine acceleration 
 

 

 From evaluation of the deformed structures of both vehicles, the frame plays the largest 

role in absorbing the impact for both vehicles. Minimal intrusion and deformation of the 

occupant cabin structure for both vehicles was observed. Both vehicle frames displayed a 

bucking form of failure that absorbed the majority of the impact. Due to the extreme forward 

position of the wheels on the Nissan Patrol, much of the impact energy is absorbed by the 

suspension components as well. The suspension of the Jeep experiences very little deformation 

and does not play a major role in impact energy absorption. The Nissan patrol when measured 

after the test has a crush zone of 524.8 mm (20.6 in) and the Jeep has a crush zone of 465 mm 
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(18.3 in). The crush zones correlate well between the two models. Figure 4.49 shows various 

perspectives of the impact damage to both vehicles. 

 
 

  

  

  

 
Figure 4.49 Comparison between test and simulation 
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5.   MULTI BODY DYNAMIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
 

 This section outlines the process taken to create a MBD model of the Nissan Patrol 

vehicle with the use of the ADAMS/Car software. ADAMS has an extensive library of 

suspension systems called templates. These templates can be modified if differences exist in 

what is available in the library and what is to be modeled. If a suspension model does not exist or 

the differences to great, then the user can create a custom template. Templates also exist for 

steering systems, anti sway bars and bodies. These were used to develop the MBD model of the 

Nissan Patrol. The MBD model will be used to evaluate the suspension performance in an 

accident avoidance single lane change event. Based on this evaluation, improvements will be 

made to the design with the use of Design of Experiments (DOE). 

 
5.1 Template Development 

 Templates were created for the front suspension, rear suspension, steering system, frame 

and body system and the front and rear anti roll bars. 

 The first step in generating a template is to create hard points, which are used to locate 

springs, joints and centers of masse for the parts that make up the suspension. The front 

suspension consists of the front axle, left and right knuckles, left and right hubs, left and right 

steering arm, left and right upper control arm, left and right lower control arm, left and right 

lower control arm, tie rod and panard rod. Additional hard points have to be specified at 

locations where other templates will be connected such as the anti roll bar and steering templates.  

Once the hard points have been created, graphical representation of the parts are imported from 

CAD and the mass and inertial properties are assigned. Joints are then created to attach all of the 

parts in the template. The front suspension template used 4 revolute joints, 6 spherical joints and 

6 hooke joints. For the front suspension the final step was to create the damper and spring 
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system. Data for the spring stiffness and damping curves for the Nissan Patrol was readily 

available and used for the template. The damping and shock curves are shown in Figure 5.1.  

 

Figure 5.1 Damper and spring curves 

 

 The different parts of the front suspension template are illustrated in Figure 5.2 
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Figure 5.2 ADAMS front suspension template 

 

 Templates were created using the same procedure for the rear suspension, body and 

frame. Existing templates were modified for the front and rear anti roll bar, tires and steering. 

5.2 Assembly Development 

 Assemblies are created from one or more templates to create a system. The front 

suspension assembly consists of the front axle template, steering template and tire template. To 

combine templates, markers are created within each template at the location where the 

connection is to be made. When two templates are imported into an assembly, the markers point 
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to each other and ensure the connection is made. With an assembly, motion analysis can be 

conducted to verify that the combined templates are working properly and the limits of motion 

are correct. With the front suspension assembly a two post suspension test rig can be used to 

simulate parallel, opposite and single wheel travel and steering simulations to ensure that the 

assemblies have been properly constrained and are working together. Figure 5.3 illustrates the 

front suspension assembly. Figure 5.4 illustrates the combined opposite wheel travel and steering 

simulation. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 ADAMS front suspension assembly 
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Figure 5.4 Two post suspension test rig 

 

 An assembly was created for the rears suspension and simulated using the parallel, 

opposite and single wheel travel simulation on the two-post suspension test rig. 

5.3 Full Vehicle Development 

 With the assemblies for the front suspension and steering, rear suspension, body and 

frame and the front and rear anti roll bars created and tested, the full vehicle assembly was 

created. To ensure that all of the assemblies worked properly, the vehicle was simulated 

performing a single lane change. The inputs required for the single lane change event are 

illustrated in Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5 Single lane change inputs 

  

 The required inputs include the duration, speed of the vehicle, steering values and 

duration of the steer event. For accident avoidance the steer angle values are large but the 

duration is very short. The full vehicle model is illustrated in Figure 5.6 followed by Figure 5.7 

that illustrates the single lane change event. 
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Figure 5.6 Full vehicle assembly 

 

  A summary of the number of bodies and joints in each assembly is provided in table 5.1 

 

Table 5.1 

Multi body Model Summary 
 
 

 Sub 
Assembly Bodies Hooke 

Joints 
Revolute 

Joints 
Spherical 

Joints 
Translation 

Joint 
Cylindrical 

Joint Springs Dampers

Front 
Suspension 10 6 4 5 0 0 2 2 

Rear 
Suspension 7 4 2 4 0 0 2 2 

Body 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Steering 9 2 4 1 1 2 0 0 

Front Anti 
Roll Bar 4 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 

Rear Anti 
Roll Bar 4 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 
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Figure 5.7 Single lane change 

 
 
5.4 Rear Suspension Ride Steer Analysis 

 Due to the age of the Nissan Patrol, suspension and handling improvements will increase 

the vehicles ability to avoid being in an accident. If a vehicle responds well to driver input, then 

the chances of avoiding an accident can be increased. A common issue with highly articulated 
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suspensions in off road vehicles is ride steer. Ride steer causes the vehicles suspension to steer 

the vehicle when the one wheel on an axle moves up in bump and the other wheel on the same 

axle moves down in droop. This phenomenon also occurs when a vehicle tries to avoid an object 

suddenly thus putting the body in a rolling motion relative to the suspension. To reduce the ride 

steer on the rear axle of the Nissan patrol, the suspension mounting points are parameterized in 

ADAMS/Car and used as the factors of a DOE in ADAMS Insight. The response to be measured 

is the toe angle of the rear wheels and the objective is to minimize this angle.  

Design of Experiments is a collection of procedures and statistical tools for planning 

experiments and analyzing the results. The experiments will measure the performance of the rear 

suspension roll angle as the suspension mounting points are varied. Although experimental 

design techniques were originally developed for physical experiments, they also work very well 

with virtual experiments [18]. The procedure to conduct a DOE in ADAMS/Insight is as follows: 

• Import an ADAMS model with factors and responses to ADAMS/Insight 

• Create an experiment design 

• Use ADAMS/Insight to run the required ADAMS simulations 

• Interpret response data 

The suspension mounting points of the rear suspension are used as the factors of the 

DOE. The mounting points at the lower front and upper front control arms are allowed to vary in 

the x, y and z directions. The lower rear control arm mounting point is allowed to vary only in 

the y direction due to design constraints and the upper rear control arm mounting point is 

allowed to vary in the y and z directions. The design variables at each mounting point result in a 

9 factor, 2 level full factorial DOE. A total of 512 trials will be conducted in this design. Table 

5.1 lists the factors and levels of the design. 
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Table 5.2  

Design of experiment factors and levels 

 
 

  Levels
Factors   

High Nominal Low 

Lower forward X 2004.1 2054.9 2105.7
Lower forward Y 634.21 583.41 532.61
Lower forward Z -46.39 -97.19 -147.99

Lower rearward Y 624.71 629.71 680.51
Upper forward X 2196 2145.2 2094.4
Upper forward Y 450.81 400.01 395.01
Upper forward Z 64.787 13.987 -87.613

Upper rearward Y 72.466 67.466 16.666
Upper rearward Z 64.77 13.97 8.97 

 

 The mounting points that were allowed to vary are illustrated in Figure 5.8. The mounting 

points are symmetric about the vehicle centerline so the left and right factors are tied together 

resulting in 9 factors instead of 18.  

 

Figure 5.8 Mounting points 

 

Lower 
Forward           

Upper Forward
       X, Y, Z Upper Rearward 

Y, Z                   

Lower Rearward    
Y 
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  To measure the performance or fit of the DOE, ADAMS/Insight performs a multiple 

linear regression of the polynomial model. It computes standard analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

statistics for the fit, and provides a large set of ANOVA statistics, like R2 and R2adj, to help you 

assess quality of fit.  

An R2 value is the proportion of total variability in the data, which is explained by the 

regression model. It is computed as the regression or model sum of squares divided by the total 

sum of squares. The R2 value will range from 0 to 1. An R2 of 1 indicates a perfect model. This is 

unlikely and may be due to the number of terms being the same as the number of data points. An 

R2 of 0 indicates that the data is purely random or that the model is totally inappropriate. Ideally 

the DOE should obtain R2 values greater than 0.9 for high confidence in the results. From Table 

5.2 the value of R2 for this DOE is 0.991. High R2 values can be deceiving. Adding more terms 

to the equation almost always increases R2. If you add enough terms, you can always achieve an 

exact fit. However, you usually want the most efficient fit: the fit that gives the best results with 

the fewest terms. Because of this, it’s useful to look at  R2adj , which is similar to R2 but is 

adjusted to account for the number of terms. Adding terms does not always increase R2. If you 

add unnecessary terms, R2adj often decreases. If R2 is much higher than R2adj, it indicates that at 

least one of the terms is not as useful as the others and could probably be removed without 

hurting the fit [18]. From Table 5.2 it can be seen that the R2adj is 0.991. 

The range-to-variance ratio (R/V) measures how well a fitted regression model might 

predict new values. It is defined as the range of estimated values at the original data points, 

divided by the average variance of the estimated values. It measures the variation of predicted 

values due to the model, versus the variation due to uncertainty in the model. A high value, 

greater than 10 for example, indicates that the prediction is likely worthwhile. A low value, less 
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than 4 for example, suggests that the uncertainty in the model is high enough that predicted 

changes may not be significant [18]. The value for R/V for this model is 247 indicating that this 

prediction is worthwhile. 

The F-ratio (F) is used in the regression ANOVA to test the significance of the 

regression. The F-ratio is computed as the ratio of the mean square variation due to the 

regression model to the mean square variation due to error. The F-ratio is compared to an F-

distribution to test the hypothesis that all coefficients are zero. High values for the F-ratio will 

lead to the rejection of this hypothesis and, therefore, suggest that the regression is significant 

and the model is useful [18]. The F-ration for this model is 6.06E+3 thus indicating that the 

regression is significant.   

Regression significance (P) is defined as the probability that the regression coefficients 

are all zero. In other words, the regression model has no useful terms. A low value of 

significance, 0.02 for example, means that it is likely that at least one term in the model is related 

to the response. A high value of significance, 0.3 for example, means that there is a high 

probability that none of the terms in the model is related to the response [18]. The regression 

significance for this model is 0 thus indicating that at least one term is related to the response. 

Evaluation of the term significance it is evident that all terms in this model are related to the 

response. 
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Table 5.3 

Fit for regression 
 
 

  DOF SS MS F P 
Model 9 430 47.8 6.06E+03 0 
Error 502 3.96 0.00788   
Total 511 434    

      
R2 0.991     

R2adj 0.991     
R/V 247      

 

 Based on the fit for regression table it was found that the regression is valid. The 

minimum value for the toe angle response was found to be 0.25383 degree’s. The values for the 

factors to obtain this response are shown in Table 5.4. With the suspension mounting locations 

from the DOE, the full vehicle ADAMS model was modified and simulated performing a single 

lane change maneuver. The characteristics of the model were compared to the original 

suspension configuration as shown in Figure 5.9 thru 5.11. 

Table 5.4  

Minimum response and related factors 
 
 

Response -0.2538 
  

Lower forward X 2004.1 
Lower forward Y 532.61 
Lower forward Z -147.99 

Lower rearward Y 680.51 
Upper forward X 2196 
Upper forward Y 395.01 
Upper forward Z -87.613 

Upper rearward Y 72.466 
Upper rearward Z 64.767  
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Figure 5.9 Ride steer angle 

 

 

Figure 5.10 Vehicle CG path 
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Figure 5.11 Anti roll bar torsion 

 

With the change in the suspension mounting points the ride steer and vehicle 

maneuvering ability has been improved. The rear axle steer angle has been reduced by 0.25 

degrees as shown in figure 5.9. With the reduction in ride steer, the vehicle is able to recover in 

2.38 seconds as compared to 2.6 seconds with the original configuration. It also takes 248.53 mm 

(9.78 in) less distance to recover from an accident avoidance event as can be seen in the path 

profiles of figure 5.10. With the reduction in roll steer the torque reacted by the anti roll bars on 

the vehicle should decrease as shown in figure 5.11  
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

6.1 Conclusions 

 In this thesis a full vehicle finite element model was created to evaluate the 

crashworthiness of a 1965 Nissan Patrol. Before the model can be used, it has to be validated to 

ensure that the crash behavior is reasonably correct. To validate the model, the dynamic 

performance was compared to an already existing and validated finite element model of a C1500 

pickup. The C1500 pickup has similar construction and size as the Nissan Patrol so the crash 

accelerations will correlate well if the Nissan Patrol finite element model is valid. The finite 

element models were crashed according to the NCAP standard for a full frontal impact at 35 mph 

(56.3 km/hr) and accelerations at the front calipers, engine and driver and passenger seating 

positions were measured.  The accelerations measured at the front brake calipers show a 

difference of 59 g’s at the left caliper and 76 g’s at the right caliper. The reason for these 

discrepancies is due to the extreme forward location of the front axle on the Nissan Patrol. The 

wheels on the Nissan Patrol contact the rigid wall and absorb most of the impact. When the 

C1500 vehicle impacts the rigid wall, most of the energy is absorbed by the front clip and frame 

structure before the wheels impact the rigid wall. The left and right seats accelerations correlate 

well with an average difference of 11.1 g’s. The instrument panel acceleration differs by 12.9 g’s 

and the engine accelerations differ by 33 g’s. Correlation of the instrument panel and seating 

positions of the occupant are most important in evaluating the response of the vehicles 

occupants.  Based on the crash accelerations obtained from the finite element models, the Nissan 

Patrol finite element model data correlated well with the C1500.  
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With the Nissan Patrol FEM model validated, a crashworthiness comparison to a 2007 

Jeep Wrangler was conducted. The 2007 Jeep Wrangler is designed with all of the latest safety 

regulations so a comparison of this vehicle with the Nissan Patrol provides a measure of the 

Nissan Patrols crashworthiness. Full frontal NCAP crash data for the Jeep Wrangler was 

obtained from the NHTSA’s website. The crash accelerations at the front calipers, engine and 

driver and passenger seating positions were used for the comparison of the vehicles. All data at 

the specified locations correlated very well considering there is a 42-year difference in the 

designs of the vehicles with exception for the caliper and engine accelerations. The caliper 

discrepancies are explained by the extreme forward located position of the front axle. The 

difference in the engine acceleration is due to the rigid mounting of the engine in the Nissan 

Patrol. The occupant seat accelerations correlate well with a 1 g difference at the left seat and an 

8.5 g difference for the right seat. Both vehicles also exhibited very little occupant intrusion after 

the crash event, which is a major consideration in occupant safety. Based on the data obtained 

from the comparisons, it is concluded that the in the event of a severe accident, the occupants of 

a 1965 Nissan Patrol will have a high probability of surviving assuming all other safety devices 

are in place such as seat belts.  

To evaluate the crash avoidance of the Nissan Patrol, a full vehicle multi body dynamic 

model was created. A baseline analysis of a single lane change maneuver at 88 km/hr (55 mph) 

with the steering wheel turned 90 degrees for two seconds was simulated and the response 

measured. To improve the crash avoidance a design of experiments was created to adjust the rear 

suspension mounting points to reduce the ride steer of the vehicle. With the new locations for the 

suspension mounting points, the crash avoidance was improved by a 248.53 mm (9.78 in) 

reduction in distance traveled and 0.22 seconds in recovery time. 
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6.2 Recommendations 

 It is recommended that the seat belt restrained occupants be modeled and placed into the 

full vehicle finite element model to evaluate any injuries that would be obtained in the occupant 

compartment. Injuries specifically from the steering column and roll cage need to be evaluated 

due to the rigid designs of these parts. Crash analysis should also be performed in the side 

impact, offset frontal impact and rollover scenarios. 

 Evaluation of different frontal frame configurations and energy absorbing bumpers 

should be investigated. A front bumper configuration that extends past the front wheels will 

improve the crashworthiness. Energy absorption devices on the front bumper or crush zones on 

the bumper attach points could reduce the impact experienced by the occupants. 

 Due to the high frame height, stiffness and mass of the vehicle, vehicle aggressivity 

should be investigated. How the vehicle impacts vehicles of different configuration needs to be 

addressed to ensure the safety of the occupants in all vehicles. 

 Further investigation of the suspension and handling characteristics should be evaluated 

specifically on front suspension and sway bars.  
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APPENXIX A  

LS-DYNA KEYWORD FILE 

*KEYWORD 
$>  
$> PRIMER CREATED ON TUE JUN 05 11:37:24 2007 
$>  
$$ HM_OUTPUT_DECK CREATED 11:34:26 06-05-2007 BY HYPERMESH VERSION 7.0 
$$ LS-DYNA INPUT DECK GENERATED BY HYPERMESH VERSION  : 7.0 
$$ GENERATED USING HYPERMESH-LS-DYNA 970 TEMPLATE VERSION : 7.0 
$> END_SAVED_COMMENTS 
$ 
$ 
$ ============= 
$ CONTROL CARDS 
$ ============= 
$ 
*CONTROL_ACCURACY 
         0         2         0 
*CONTROL_CONTACT 
       0.0       1.0         2         2         0         0         1         0 
         0         0         0         0       0.0         0         0         0 
       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
         0         0         0         0         0         0 
*CONTROL_CPU 
       0.0 
*CONTROL_DYNAMIC_RELAXATION 
       250    1.0E-3     0.995    1.0E30       0.9         0    4.0E-2         0 
*CONTROL_ENERGY 
         2         2         2         2 
*CONTROL_OUTPUT 
         1         3         0         0       0.0         0         0         0 
         2 
*CONTROL_SHELL 
       0.0         1         0         0         0         0         0         0 
       0.0         0         0         0         0         0         0 
*CONTROL_SOLID 
         1         0 
*CONTROL_TERMINATION 
      0.15         0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
*CONTROL_TIMESTEP 
       0.0       0.0         0       0.0       0.0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ 
$ ============== 
$ DATABASE CARDS 
$ ============== 
$ 
*DATABASE_ABSTAT 
    1.0E-3         3 
*DATABASE_DEFORC 
    1.0E-3         3 
*DATABASE_GLSTAT 
    1.0E-3         3 
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*DATABASE_JNTFORC 
    1.0E-3         3 
*DATABASE_MATSUM 
    1.0E-3         3 
*DATABASE_NODFOR 
    1.0E-3         3 
*DATABASE_NODOUT 
    1.0E-3         3 
*DATABASE_RBDOUT 
    1.0E-3         3 
*DATABASE_RWFORC 
    1.0E-3         3 
*DATABASE_RCFORC 
    1.0E-3         3 
*DATABASE_SLEOUT 
    1.0E-3         3 
*DATABASE_SWFORC 
    1.0E-3         3 
*DATABASE_BINARY_D3PLOT 
    1.0E-3         0         0         0 
*DATABASE_BINARY_D3THDT 
    1.0E-3         0 
*DATABASE_BINARY_INTFOR 
    1.0E-3         0 
*DATABASE_BINARY_RUNRSF 
     10000         0 
*DATABASE_EXTENT_BINARY 
         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0 
         0         0         0         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ 
$ ==================== 
$ MAT (MATERIAL) CARDS 
$ ==================== 
$ 
*MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY_TITLE 
$HMNAME MATS       1COMMON_STEEL 
COMMON_STEEL 
         1   7.89E-9  200000.0       0.3     270.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
       0.0       0.0         0         0       0.0 
       0.0  4.879E-2  9.531E-2    0.1398    0.2231    0.2624     2.398       0.0 
     270.0     320.3     366.3     402.5     438.8     448.5     449.0       0.0 
$ 
*MAT_RIGID_TITLE 
$HMNAME MATS       2MAT_RIGID 
MAT_RIGID 
         2   7.89E-9  200000.0       0.3       0.0       0.0       0.0           
       0.0       0.0       0.0 
         0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
$ 
*MAT_DAMPER_VISCOUS_TITLE 
$HMNAME MATS       3REAR_DAMPER 
REAR_DAMPER 
         3      10.0 
$ 
*MAT_SPRING_ELASTIC_TITLE 
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$HMNAME MATS       4REAR_SPRING 
REAR_SPRING 
         4    109.25 
$ 
*MAT_SPRING_ELASTIC_TITLE 
$HMNAME MATS       5FRONT_SPRING 
FRONT_SPRING 
         5    109.25 
$ 
*MAT_DAMPER_VISCOUS_TITLE 
$HMNAME MATS       6FRONT_DAMPER 
FRONT_DAMPER 
         6      10.0 
$ 
*MAT_ELASTIC_TITLE 
$HMNAME MATS       7MAT_ELASTIC_TIRE 
MAT_ELASTIC_TIRE 
         7    4.5E-9    5000.0     0.323       0.0       0.0       0.0 
$ 
*MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY_TITLE 
$HMNAME MATS       86061_ALUM 
6061_ALUM 
         8    2.7E-9  68947.57      0.33    275.79       0.0       0.0       0.0 
       0.0       0.0         0         0       0.0 
       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
$ 
*MAT_RIGID_TITLE 
$HMNAME MATS       9MAT_RIGID_TRANSFERCASE 
MAT_RIGID_TRANSFERCASE 
         9    3.0E-9  200000.0      0.33       0.0       0.0       0.0           
       0.0       0.0       0.0 
         0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
$ 
*MAT_RIGID_TITLE 
$HMNAME MATS      10MAT_RIGID_TRANSMISSION 
MAT_RIGID_TRANSMISSION 
        10 1.9725E-9  200000.0      0.33       0.0       0.0       0.0           
       0.0       0.0       0.0 
         0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
$ 
*MAT_RIGID_TITLE 
$HMNAME MATS      11MAT_RIGID_ENGINEBLOCK 
MAT_RIGID_ENGINEBLOCK 
        11  3.945E-9  200000.0      0.33       0.0       0.0       0.0           
       0.0       0.0       0.0 
         0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
$ 
*MAT_ELASTIC_TITLE 
$HMNAME MATS      124130_STEEL 
4130_STEEL 
        12   7.85E-9  205000.0      0.29       0.0       0.0       0.0 
$ 
*MAT_ELASTIC_TITLE 
$HMNAME MATS      13MAT_ELATIC_STEEL 
MAT_ELATIC_STEEL 
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        13   7.89E-9  210000.0       0.3       0.0       0.0       0.0 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ ============= 
$ SECTION CARDS 
$ ============= 
$ 
*SECTION_BEAM_TITLE 
$HMNAME PROPS       931.75_STEEL_BAR 
31.75_STEEL_BAR 
         9         2       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
$        A       ISS       ITT       IRR        SA    (RESULTANT BEAM) 
     767.0   46813.0   46813.0   93626.0       0.0 
..... 
..... 
$ 
$HMNAME PROPS      18TIRE 
TIRE 
        18         2       0.0         2       0.0       0.0         0         0 
       6.0       6.0       6.0       6.0       0.0       0.0 
$ 
*SECTION_SOLID_TITLE 
$HMNAME PROPS       8RIGID_SOLID 
RIGID_SOLID 
         8         0         0 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ ========== 
$ PART CARDS 
$ ========== 
$ 
*PART 
$HMNAME COMPS       1RC_DRIVER_SIDE 
$HMCOLOR COMPS       1       9 
 
         1         1         1         0         0         0         0         0 
..... 
..... 
$ 
*PART 
$HMNAME COMPS     170DVR_REAR_SWYLINK_LWR 
$HMCOLOR COMPS     170       9 
 
       170        21         2         0         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ ========== 
$ NODE CARDS 
$ ========== 
$ 
*NODE 
   10001       3262.6877       610.14752       525.05573       0       0 
..... 
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..... 
 1581417     161 1580519 1580510 1580522 
*ELEMENT_SHELL 
   10001       1   10353   10352   10356   10355 
..... 
..... 
 1550028     155 1550035 1550023 1550036 1550004 
*ELEMENT_SOLID 
  610001      61  610107  611039  610096  611038  611038  611038  611038  611038 
 ..... 
 ..... 
  1581326     158 1580398 1580305 1580364 1580306 1580306 1580306 1580306 1580306 
*ELEMENT_DISCRETE 
 1280245     131  890156  890151       0             0.0       0             0.0 
 ..... 
 ..... 
 1280252     133  730054  890153       0             0.0       0             0.0 
*ELEMENT_MASS 
  790099  730171    6.1200000E-2      79 
 ..... 
 ..... 
 1581334 1580403    1.9500000E-2      54 
$ 
$ 
$ ============ 
$ DEFINE CARDS 
$ ============ 
$ 
$ 
*DEFINE_CURVE 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR LOAD-CURVE 2 
$ ----------------------------------------------- 
$  
$ CONTROL VOL (AIRBAG) 1 : INPUT MASS FLOW RATE 
$ X AXIS : TIME                       (UNITS: TIME) 
$ Y AXIS : INPUT MASS FLOW RATE       (UNITS: MASS / TIME) 
$  
$ CONTROL VOL (AIRBAG) 5 : INPUT MASS FLOW RATE 
$ X AXIS : TIME                       (UNITS: TIME) 
$ Y AXIS : INPUT MASS FLOW RATE       (UNITS: MASS / TIME) 
$  
$ CONTROL VOL (AIRBAG) 6 : INPUT MASS FLOW RATE 
$ X AXIS : TIME                       (UNITS: TIME) 
$ Y AXIS : INPUT MASS FLOW RATE       (UNITS: MASS / TIME) 
$  
$ CONTROL VOL (AIRBAG) 7 : INPUT MASS FLOW RATE 
$ X AXIS : TIME                       (UNITS: TIME) 
$ Y AXIS : INPUT MASS FLOW RATE       (UNITS: MASS / TIME) 
$ 
$ USAGE: TRANSIENT ANALYSIS 
$ 
         2         0       1.0       1.0       0.0       0.0         0 
                 0.0          0.34400001 
        1.0000000E-3          0.34400001 
        1.1000000E-3                 0.0 
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           1.0000000                 0.0 
$ 
$ 
*DEFINE_CURVE 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR LOAD-CURVE 3 
$ ----------------------------------------------- 
$  
$ BODY LOAD DEFINITION <NO LABEL>: BASE Y ACCELERATION VS TIME 
$ X AXIS : TIME                       (UNITS: TIME) 
$ Y AXIS : BASE Y ACCELERATION        (UNITS: ACCELERATION) 
$ 
$ USAGE: TRANSIENT ANALYSIS 
$ 
         3         0       1.0       1.0       0.0       0.0         0 
                 0.0                 0.0 
        1.0000000E-3           9810.0000 
           1.0000000           9810.0000 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ ================= 
$ CONSTRAINED CARDS 
$ ================= 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
        61         1 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
         1       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    730172    730171    590025    590026    590027    590028    590030    590031 
    590139    590140    590141    590142    590143    550001    550002    550003 
    550004    550005    550006    550007    550050    550051    550052    550053 
    550054    550055    550090    550100    550101    550102    550103    550104 
    600001    600003    600004    600005    600006    600007    600064    600065 
    600066    600067    600068 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
        63         2 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 2 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
         2       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    600015    600016    600017    600018    600019    600020    600021    600069 
    600070    600071    600072    600073    730035    730034    730055 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
        62         3 
$ 
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$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 3 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
         3       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    590001    590002    590003    590004    590005    590006    590007    590134 
    590135    590136    590137    590138    730036    730037    730054 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
        65         4 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 4 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
         4       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    730067    730066    730059    730058 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
        64         5 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 5 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
         5       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    730057    730056    730077    730078 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
        67         6 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 6 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
         6       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    730092    730091   1380001   1380002   1380003   1380004   1380005   1380006 
   1380007   1380008   1380009   1380066   1380075   1380080   1380092   1380093 
   1380095   1380096   1380109   1380116   1380128   1380129   1380130   1380131 
   1380132   1380133   1380134   1380135   1380136   1380137   1380224   1380225 
   1380226   1380227   1380228   1380229   1380230   1380231   1380232   1380233 
   1380263   1380387 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
        66         7 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 7 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
         7       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
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    730093    730094   1350001   1350002   1350003   1350004   1350005   1350006 
   1350007   1350008   1350009   1350066   1350075   1350080   1350092   1350093 
   1350095   1350096   1350109   1350116   1350128   1350129   1350130   1350131 
   1350132   1350133   1350134   1350135   1350136   1350137   1350224   1350225 
   1350226   1350227   1350228   1350229   1350230   1350231   1350232   1350233 
   1350263   1350387 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
        78         8 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 8 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
         8       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    770009    730241 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
        79         9 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 9 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
         9       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    770016    730238 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
        68        10 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 10 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        10       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    730232 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
        69        11 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 11 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        11       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    730235 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
        83        12 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 12 
$ --------------------------------------- 
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$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        12       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    860001    860002    860003    860004    860005    860006    860007    860176 
    860177    860178    860179    860180    880001    880002    880003    880004 
    880005    880006    880007    880176    880177    880178    880179    880180 
    820001    797933    810009    797930    810016    810017    810018    810021 
    810022    810024    810025    810030    820005    820008    820010    820013 
    820014    810040    810041    820081    820082    820083    820084    820085 
    820086    820087    820088    820114    820115    820116    820117    820118 
    820119    810069 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
        84        13 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 13 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        13       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890136    890135   1440001   1440002   1440003   1440004   1440005   1440006 
   1440007   1440008   1440009   1440066   1440075   1440080   1440092   1440093 
   1440095   1440096   1440109   1440116   1440128   1440129   1440130   1440131 
   1440132   1440133   1440134   1440135   1440136   1440137   1440224   1440225 
   1440226   1440227   1440228   1440229   1440230   1440231   1440232   1440233 
   1440263   1440387 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
        89        14 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 14 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        14       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890138    890137 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
        87        15 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 15 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        15       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890140    890139 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
        85        16 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 16 
$ --------------------------------------- 
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$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        16       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890134    890133   1410001   1410002   1410003   1410004   1410005   1410006 
   1410007   1410008   1410009   1410066   1410075   1410080   1410092   1410093 
   1410095   1410096   1410109   1410116   1410128   1410129   1410130   1410131 
   1410132   1410133   1410134   1410135   1410137   1410224   1410225   1410227 
   1410228   1410229   1410230   1410231   1410232   1410233   1410263   1410387 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
       105        19 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 19 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        19       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1210096   1210097   1210098   1210099   1210145   1210146   1280245 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
       106        20 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 20 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        20       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1210058   1210059   1210060   1210061   1210147   1210148   1280237 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
       119        17 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 17 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        17       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1280009   1280034   1280035   1280036   1280155   1280156   1280242 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
       120        18 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 18 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        18       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1280061   1280106   1280107   1280108   1280183   1280184   1280243 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
       109        22 
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$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 22 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        22       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1270001   1270078   1270079   1270080   1270155   1270156   1280240 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
       110        21 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 21 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        21       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1270038   1270039   1270040   1270041   1270153   1270154   1280238 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
       108        23 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 23 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        23       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1220001   1220002   1220003   1220004   1220145   1220146   1280244 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
       107        24 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 24 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        24       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1220039   1220040   1220041   1220042   1220147   1220148   1280239 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
       112        27 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 27 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        27       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1250001   1250086   1250087   1250088   1250171   1250172   1280233 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
       111        28 
$ 
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$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 28 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        28       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1250042   1250043   1250044   1250045   1250169   1250170   1280230 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
       118        26 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 26 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        26       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1260001   1260002   1260003   1260004   1260145   1260146   1280232 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
       117        25 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 25 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        25       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1260039   1260040   1260041   1260042   1260147   1260148   1280234 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
       116        31 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 31 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        31       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1230001   1230002   1230003   1230004   1230145   1230146   1280236 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
       115        32 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 32 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        32       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1230039   1230040   1230041   1230042   1230147   1230148   1280231 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
       114        30 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 30 
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$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        30       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1240042   1240043   1240044   1240045   1240169   1240170   1280229 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
       113        29 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 29 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        29       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1240001   1240086   1240087   1240088   1240171   1240172   1280235 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
       158        44 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 44 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        44       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    200064    200065    200091    200128    200129    200132    200135    200136 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET 
       146        45 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 45 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES <NO LABEL> 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        45       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    420296    420343    410796    410797    410800    410836    411065    411066 
    411067    411068    411169    411174    411178    411180    420623    420922 
    421022    421193    421419    421422    421541    421617    421639    421675 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_JOINT_SPHERICAL_ID 
    790097                                                                       
    730232    730241                                               0.0       0.0 
    790098                                                                       
    730238    730235                                               0.0       0.0 
   1280224                                                                       
   1280237    890146                                               0.0       0.0 
   1280225                                                                       
   1280238    890147                                               0.0       0.0 
   1280226                                                                       
   1280240    890149                                               0.0       0.0 
   1280227                                                                       
   1280242    890148                                               0.0       0.0 
   1280228                                                                       
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   1280243    890150                                               0.0       0.0 
   1280229                                                                       
   1280244    730100                                               0.0       0.0 
   1280230                                                                       
   1280239    890145                                               0.0       0.0 
   1280231                                                                       
   1280236    890144                                               0.0       0.0 
   1280232                                                                       
   1280231    797920                                               0.0       0.0 
   1280233                                                                       
   1280229    800054                                               0.0       0.0 
   1280234                                                                       
   1280230    800053                                               0.0       0.0 
   1280235                                                                       
   1280232    797929                                               0.0       0.0 
   1280236                                                                       
   1280234    890141                                               0.0       0.0 
   1280237                                                                       
   1280235    890143                                               0.0       0.0 
   1280238                                                                       
   1280233    890142                                               0.0       0.0 
   1550039                                                                       
   1550051   1550043                                               0.0       0.0 
   1550040                                                                       
   1550050   1550044                                               0.0       0.0 
   1550046                                                                       
    730099   1280245                                               0.0       0.0 
   1581344                                                                       
   1550044   1550050                                               0.0       0.0 
   1581345                                                                       
   1550043   1550051                                               0.0       0.0 
   1581357                                                                       
   1580429   1580418                                               0.0       0.0 
   1581370                                                                       
   1580419   1580430                                               0.0       0.0 
   1581403                                                                       
   1580475   1580463                                               0.0       0.0 
   1581404                                                                       
   1580454   1580435                                               0.0       0.0 
   1581408                                                                       
   1580472   1580464                                               0.0       0.0 
   1581409                                                                       
   1580452   1580434                                               0.0       0.0 
   1581414                                                                       
   1580473   1580466                                               0.0       0.0 
   1581418                                                                       
   1580474   1580465                                               0.0       0.0 
   1581419                                                                       
   1580451   1580432                                               0.0       0.0 
   1581420                                                                       
   1580449   1580433                                               0.0       0.0 
*CONSTRAINED_JOINT_REVOLUTE_ID 
    730025                                                                       
    730037    640231    730036    640276                           0.0       0.0 
    730026                                                                       
    730078    730092    730077    730091                           0.0       0.0 
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    730027                                                                       
    730035    730059    730034    730058                           0.0       0.0 
    730028                                                                       
    730066    730093    730067    730094                           0.0       0.0 
    890121                                                                       
    890140    890133    890139    890134                           0.0       0.0 
    890122                                                                       
    890138    890136    890137    890135                           0.0       0.0 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
         1         0        46         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 46 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 1 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        46       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1373153    180098    180362    180443    180459 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
         2         0        47         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 47 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 2 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        47       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1373140    180527    180602    180762    180896 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
         3         0        48         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 48 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 3 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        48       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1520079    210425    210427    210464    210580 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
         4         0        49         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 49 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 4 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        49       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1580403    200056    200061    200063    200085    200103    200126    200139 
    200149    200155 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
         5         0        50         0         0         0         0 
$ 
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$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 50 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 5 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        50       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1580405    190074    190151    190303    190312    190624    190638    190658 
    190659    190713 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
         6         0        51         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 51 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 6 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        51       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1580466    590150    590154    590155    590157    590159 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
         7         0        52         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 52 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 7 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        52       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1580465    600030    600031    600032    600034    600039    600046    600051 
    600056    600063 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
         8         0        53         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 53 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 8 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        53       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    730099    600022    600027    600035    600043    600044    600049    600060 
    600061    600080    600082    600083    600094    600099    600100 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
         9         0        54         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 54 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 9 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        54       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    730100    590008    590011    590054    590055    590056    590061    590066 
    590067    590153    590167 
$ 
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*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        10         0        55         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 55 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 10 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        55       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1580463    860248    860269    860282    860285    860286 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        11         0        56         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 56 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 11 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        56       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1580464    880248    880272    880282    880289    880290 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        12         0        57         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 57 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 12 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        57       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    797929    860039    860043    860123    860124    860125    860167    860174 
    860175    860246    860247    860295    860296 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        13         0        58         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 58 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 13 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        58       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    797920    880025    880029    880121    880122    880123    880167    880170 
    880171    880249    880250    880299    880300 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        14         0        59         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 59 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 14 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        59       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    800054    810065    810064    810063    810062    810061    810060    820022 
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    820021    820020    820019    820018    820017 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        15         0        60         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 60 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 15 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        60       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    800053    810053    810052    810051    810050    810049    810048    820038 
    820027    820026    820025    820024    820023 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        16         0        61         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 61 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 16 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        61       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890141    370002    370003    370005    370011    370016    370019    370049 
    370050    370051    411828    411829    411830    411853    411854    411855 
    411858    411859    411872 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        17         0        62         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 62 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 17 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        62       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890142    330004    330009    330024    330026    330035    330039    330049 
    330050    330056    340002    340014    340020    340022    340031    340037 
    340040    340041 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        18         0        63         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 63 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 18 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        63       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890143    350001    350009    350014    350015    350016    350044    350060 
    350061    350065    360002    360006    360012    360017    360024    360026 
    360030    360040 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        19         0        64         0         0         0         0 
$ 
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$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 64 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 19 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        64       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890144    380002    380003    380004    380011    380016    380019    380049 
    380050    380051    420232    420273    420629    420633    420760    420811 
    420815    421397    421410 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        20         0        65         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 65 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 20 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        65       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890145    400019    400020    400021    400025    400026    400027    400029 
    400030    400031    420078    420184    421042    421280    421288    421307 
    421336    421542    421692 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        21         0        66         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 66 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 21 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        66       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890146    390019    390020    390021    390025    390026    390027    390029 
    390030    390031    411229    411262    411263    411280    411295    411297 
    411680    411681    411697 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        22         0        67         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 67 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 22 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        67       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890147    430001    430003    430020    430026    430034    430036    430039 
    430044    430048    430056    440010    440011    440012    440013    440015 
    440016    440017    440019    440072 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        23         0        68         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 68 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 23 
$ 
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*SET_NODE_LIST 
        68       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890148    450001    450008    450016    450019    450022    450030    450031 
    450041    450045    450062    450064    450078    450079    450081    450100 
    450101    450102 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        24         0        69         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 69 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 24 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        69       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890149    550070    550071    550072    550074    550075    550077    550078 
    550079    550089    550106    550107    550108    550114    550115    550118 
    550121    550122    550129 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        25         0        70         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 70 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 25 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        70       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890150    560075    560077    560105    560112    560114    560117    560118 
    560119    560121    730147    730148    730149    730150    730151    730152 
    730153    730156 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        26         0        71         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 71 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 26 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        71       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890153    470027    470038    470043    470061    470083    470085    470087 
    470098    470148    470149    470150 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        27         0        72         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 72 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 27 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        72       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890154    460005    460033    460039    460054    460059    460069    460081 
    460148    460149    460150 
$ 
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*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        28         0        73         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 73 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 28 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        73       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890157    140012    140013    140014    140042    140045    140048    140114 
    140117    140120 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        29         0        74         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 74 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 29 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        74       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890156    150012    150013    150014    150042    150045    150048    150114 
    150117    150120 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        30         0        75         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 75 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 30 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        75       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890152    860252    860253    860254    860266    860267    860268    860270 
    860273    860275 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        31         0        76         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 76 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 31 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        76       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    890151    880252    880253    880254    880266    880267    880268    880270 
    880273    880275 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        32         0        77         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 77 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 32 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
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        77       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1580433   1520008   1520014   1520021   1520022   1520025   1520026   1520027 
   1520037   1520062 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        33         0        78         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 78 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 33 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        78       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1580432   1530008   1530037   1530046   1530061   1530062   1530063   1530066 
   1530067   1530068 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        34         0        79         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 79 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 34 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        79       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1580434   1540003   1540005   1540007   1540008   1540016   1540020   1540030 
   1540033   1540042 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        35         0        80         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 80 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 35 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        80       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1580435   1550005   1550006   1550007   1550009   1550010   1550019   1550022 
   1550034   1550042 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        36         0        81         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 81 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 36 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        81       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1580418    220056    220057    220058    220170    220171    220172    220173 
    220179 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        37         0        82         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 82 
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$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 37 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        82       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1580419    220015    220018    220024    220046    220055    220059    220060 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        38         0        83         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 83 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 38 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        83       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1520032   1520015   1520017   1520031   1520039   1520043   1520053   1520065 
   1520066 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        39         0        84         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 84 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 39 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        84       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1530054   1530004   1530005   1530017   1530027   1530031   1530035   1530047 
   1530056 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        40         0        85         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 85 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 40 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        85       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1580429   1580421   1580422 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        41         0        86         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 86 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 41 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        86       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1580430   1580420   1580423 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        42         0        87         0         0         0         0 
$ 
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$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 87 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 42 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        87       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1550044    170071    170084    170090    170138    170140    170143    170147 
    170149 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        43         0        88         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 88 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 43 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        88       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1550043    170006    170023    170029    170030    170058    170070    170137 
    170144 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        44         0        89         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 89 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 44 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        89       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1550050   1550051   1580408   1580410 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        45         0        90         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 90 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 45 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        90       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1540025   1540001   1540004   1540012   1540023   1540028   1540037   1540038 
   1540041 
$ 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY 
        46         0        91         0         0         0         0 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_NODE 91 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ NODAL_RIGID_BODY 46 
$ 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
        91       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
   1550027   1550001   1550008   1550011   1550014   1550015   1550024   1550029 
   1550037 
$ 
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*CONSTRAINED_RIGID_BODIES 
        64        69 
        65        68 
       146       149 
       146       150 
*CONSTRAINED_SPOTWELD_ID 
    150290 
    140035     10001       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
..... 
..... 
    821381 
    810029    820077       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
$ 
$ 
$ =============== 
$ RIGIDWALL CARDS 
$ =============== 
$ 
*RIGIDWALL_PLANAR_FINITE_ID 
        39                                                                       
         0         0         0       0.0 
   -1000.0    -675.0    2000.0   -1000.0    -674.0    2000.0       0.0       0.0 
    -999.0    -675.0    2000.0    5500.0    4000.0 
$ 
$ 
$ ========== 
$ LOAD CARDS 
$ ========== 
$ 
*LOAD_BODY_Y 
         3       1.0         0 
$ 
$ 
$ ============ 
$ AIRBAG CARDS 
$ ============ 
$ 
*AIRBAG_SIMPLE_AIRBAG_MODEL_ID 
         1                                                                       
        40         1         0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    7.17E8   1.004E9     300.0         2       0.7         0       0.1 1.204E-12 
         0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
*AIRBAG_SIMPLE_AIRBAG_MODEL_ID 
         5                                                                       
        41         1         0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    7.17E8   1.004E9     300.0         2       0.7         0       0.1 1.204E-12 
         0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
*AIRBAG_SIMPLE_AIRBAG_MODEL_ID 
         6                                                                       
        42         1         0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    7.17E8   1.004E9     300.0         2       0.7         0       0.1 1.204E-12 
         0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
*AIRBAG_SIMPLE_AIRBAG_MODEL_ID 
         7                                                                       
        43         1         0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
    7.17E8   1.004E9     300.0         2       0.7         0       0.1 1.204E-12 
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         0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
$ 
$ 
$ ========= 
$ SET CARDS 
$ ========= 
$ 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_PART 40 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ AIRBAG 1 
$ 
*SET_PART_LIST 
        40       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
       136 
$ 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_PART 41 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ AIRBAG 5 
$ 
*SET_PART_LIST 
        41       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
       139 
$ 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_PART 42 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ AIRBAG 6 
$ 
*SET_PART_LIST 
        42       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
       142 
$ 
$ 
$ CROSS-REFERENCE SUMMARY FOR SET_PART 43 
$ --------------------------------------- 
$ AIRBAG 7 
$ 
*SET_PART_LIST 
        43       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 
       145 
$ 
$ 
*END 
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APPENXIX B  

ADAMS INPUT 
 
 
 
$---------------------------------------------------------------------MDI_HEADER 
[MDI_HEADER] 
 FILE_TYPE     =  'sub' 
 FILE_VERSION  =  6.6 
 FILE_FORMAT   =  'ASCII' 
$---------------------------------------------------------------SUBSYSTEM_HEADER 
[SUBSYSTEM_HEADER] 
 TEMPLATE_NAME  =  'mdids://private/templates.tbl/_front_4link.tpl' 
 MAJOR_ROLE     =  'suspension' 
 MINOR_ROLE     =  'front' 
 TIMESTAMP      =  '2007/07/22,14:49:38' 
$--------------------------------------------------------------------------UNITS 
[UNITS] 
 LENGTH  =  'mm' 
 FORCE   =  'newton' 
 ANGLE   =  'deg' 
 MASS    =  'kg' 
 TIME    =  'sec' 
$----------------------------------------------------------------------HARDPOINT 
[HARDPOINT] 
{hardpoint_name                  symmetry         x_value    y_value    z_value} 
 'axle_panard                 '  'single    '     91.126     455.587     -69.884 
 'draglink                    '  'single    '     -9.608       656.0       -20.0 
 'frame_panard                '  'single    '     33.976     -330.55      78.328 
 'pitman                      '  'single    '    -73.739    -219.088     118.803 
 'upr_axle_cntrlarm_faxle     '  'single    '     159.99    -152.527      19.404 
 'upr_frame_cntrlarm_faxle    '  'single    '    938.725    -267.064      40.642 
 'Cctr                        '  'left/right'    183.201    -493.738    -203.234 
 'lwr_axle_cntrlarm_faxle     '  'left/right'     259.14     -438.13    -203.099 
 'lwr_frame_cntrlarm_faxle    '  'left/right'   1020.388    -412.289     -96.141 
 'lwr_knucle                  '  'left/right'    175.383    -668.987     -315.04 
 'lwr_shkmnt_faxle            '  'left/right'    190.886    -526.335     -93.921 
 'tierod                      '  'left/right'    392.955    -669.234    -116.582 
 'upr_knuckle                 '  'left/right'    191.894    -633.609     -78.899 
 'upr_shkmnt_faxle            '  'left/right'    191.019    -526.335     585.529 
 'upr_spring                  '  'left/right'    190.968    -526.335     322.656 
 'whlcntr                     '  'left/right'    183.201    -838.225    -203.234 
$------------------------------------------------------------------PART_ASSEMBLY 
[PART_ASSEMBLY] 
 USAGE                    =  'faxle' 
 SYMMETRY                 =  'single' 
 MODE                     =  'rigid' 
$ Rigid body data: 
 MASS                     =  124.0 
 PART_LOC_X               =  0.0 
 PART_LOC_Y               =  0.0 
 PART_LOC_Z               =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_ZP1             =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_ZP2             =  0.0 
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 PART_ORI_ZP3             =  1.0 
 PART_ORI_XP1             =  1.0 
 PART_ORI_XP2             =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_XP3             =  0.0 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_X  =  195.2 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_Y  =  -88.59 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_Z  =  -195.5 
 IXX                      =  8192299.9999999991 
 IYY                      =  659899.9999999998 
 IZZ                      =  8238199.9999999991 
 IXY                      =  0.0 
 IZX                      =  0.0 
 IYZ                      =  0.0 
$------------------------------------------------------------------PART_ASSEMBLY 
[PART_ASSEMBLY] 
 USAGE                    =  'panard' 
 SYMMETRY                 =  'single' 
 MODE                     =  'rigid' 
$ Rigid body data: 
 MASS                     =  8.65 
 PART_LOC_X               =  0.0 
 PART_LOC_Y               =  0.0 
 PART_LOC_Z               =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_ZP1             =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_ZP2             =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_ZP3             =  1.0 
 PART_ORI_XP1             =  1.0 
 PART_ORI_XP2             =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_XP3             =  0.0 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_X  =  62.42 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_Y  =  63.55 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_Z  =  19.2 
 IXX                      =  412599.9999999999 
 IYY                      =  21360.0 
 IZZ                      =  398599.9999999998 
 IXY                      =  0.0 
 IZX                      =  0.0 
 IYZ                      =  0.0 
$------------------------------------------------------------------PART_ASSEMBLY 
[PART_ASSEMBLY] 
 USAGE                    =  'tierod' 
 SYMMETRY                 =  'single' 
 MODE                     =  'rigid' 
$ Rigid body data: 
 MASS                     =  9.0 
 PART_LOC_X               =  0.0 
 PART_LOC_Y               =  0.0 
 PART_LOC_Z               =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_ZP1             =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_ZP2             =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_ZP3             =  1.0 
 PART_ORI_XP1             =  1.0 
 PART_ORI_XP2             =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_XP3             =  0.0 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_X  =  394.125 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_Y  =  1.2 
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 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_Z  =  -99.848 
 IXX                      =  1540000.0 
 IYY                      =  5614.57 
 IZZ                      =  1537000.0 
 IXY                      =  0.0 
 IZX                      =  0.0 
 IYZ                      =  0.0 
$------------------------------------------------------------------PART_ASSEMBLY 
[PART_ASSEMBLY] 
 USAGE                    =  'upr_cntrlarm_faxle' 
 SYMMETRY                 =  'single' 
 MODE                     =  'rigid' 
$ Rigid body data: 
 MASS                     =  8.53 
 PART_LOC_X               =  0.0 
 PART_LOC_Y               =  0.0 
 PART_LOC_Z               =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_ZP1             =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_ZP2             =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_ZP3             =  1.0 
 PART_ORI_XP1             =  1.0 
 PART_ORI_XP2             =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_XP3             =  0.0 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_X  =  549.3 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_Y  =  -209.8 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_Z  =  30.03 
 IXX                      =  11840.0 
 IYY                      =  391399.9999999999 
 IZZ                      =  399400.0 
 IXY                      =  0.0 
 IZX                      =  0.0 
 IYZ                      =  0.0 
$------------------------------------------------------------------PART_ASSEMBLY 
[PART_ASSEMBLY] 
 USAGE                    =  'faxle_hub' 
 SYMMETRY                 =  'left/right' 
 MODE                     =  'rigid' 
$ Rigid body data: 
 MASS                     =  31.3 
$ Part location is dependent. 
$   X,Y,Z location = 183.201, -838.225, -203.234 
$ Part orientation is dependent. 
$   ZP vector = -0.0087252064,  -0.999809624,  -0.0174524064 
$   XP vector = 0.9999619231,  -0.0087265355,  0.0 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_X  =  0.0 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_Y  =  0.0 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_Z  =  0.0 
 IXX                      =  227700.0 
 IYY                      =  327700.0 
 IZZ                      =  227700.0 
 IXY                      =  0.0 
 IZX                      =  0.0 
 IYZ                      =  0.0 
$------------------------------------------------------------------PART_ASSEMBLY 
[PART_ASSEMBLY] 
 USAGE                    =  'knuckle' 
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 SYMMETRY                 =  'left/right' 
 MODE                     =  'rigid' 
$ Rigid body data: 
 MASS                     =  19.9 
 PART_LOC_X               =  0.0 
 PART_LOC_Y               =  0.0 
 PART_LOC_Z               =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_ZP1             =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_ZP2             =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_ZP3             =  1.0 
 PART_ORI_XP1             =  1.0 
 PART_ORI_XP2             =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_XP3             =  0.0 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_X  =  186.4 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_Y  =  -713.5 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_Z  =  -157.0 
 IXX                      =  275600.0 
 IYY                      =  235600.0 
 IZZ                      =  230800.0 
 IXY                      =  0.0 
 IZX                      =  0.0 
 IYZ                      =  0.0 
$------------------------------------------------------------------PART_ASSEMBLY 
[PART_ASSEMBLY] 
 USAGE                    =  'lwr_cntrlarm_faxle' 
 SYMMETRY                 =  'left/right' 
 MODE                     =  'rigid' 
$ Rigid body data: 
 MASS                     =  8.27 
 PART_LOC_X               =  0.0 
 PART_LOC_Y               =  0.0 
 PART_LOC_Z               =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_ZP1             =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_ZP2             =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_ZP3             =  1.0 
 PART_ORI_XP1             =  1.0 
 PART_ORI_XP2             =  0.0 
 PART_ORI_XP3             =  0.0 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_X  =  639.7 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_Y  =  -426.4 
 CM_LOCATION_FROM_PART_Z  =  -149.2 
 IXX                      =  10280.0 
 IYY                      =  364199.9999999999 
 IZZ                      =  357600.0 
 IXY                      =  0.0 
 IZX                      =  0.0 
 IYZ                      =  0.0 
$---------------------------------------------------------------NSPRING_ASSEMBLY 
[NSPRING_ASSEMBLY] 
 DEFINITION     =  '.ACAR.forces.ac_spring' 
 USAGE          =  'shk_faxle' 
 SYMMETRY       =  'left/right' 
 PROPERTY_FILE  =  'mdids://private/springs.tbl/mdi_0001.spr' 
 VALUE_TYPE     =  'preload' 
 USER_VALUE     =  4369.0 
$----------------------------------------------------------------DAMPER_ASSEMBLY 
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[DAMPER_ASSEMBLY] 
 DEFINITION     =  '.ACAR.forces.ac_damper' 
 USAGE          =  'shk_faxle' 
 SYMMETRY       =  'left/right' 
 PROPERTY_FILE  =  'mdids://private/dampers.tbl/mdi_0001.dpr' 
$----------------------------------------------------------------------PARAMETER 
[PARAMETER] 
{parameter_name                  symmetry       type       value} 
 'kinematic_flag              '  'single    '   'integer'  1 
 'camber_angle                '  'left/right'   'real'     1.0 
 'toe_angle                   '  'left/right'   'real'     0.5 
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